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From the Chair

From the Principal

MS JULIE MCKAY (2000)
CHAIR OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

MS JACINDA EULER
PRINCIPAL

As we enter the final year of the Strategic Design 2020-2022, a time
of reflection and analysis approaches. What were the goals that
we as a Board outlined well before the words ‘COVID’ and
‘lockdowns’ became part of our everyday vernacular? What did we
hope that the School would accomplish before ‘remote learning’
was a well-practised concept?

Staff, students, parents and support groups of Brisbane Girls Grammar
School united throughout 2021, taking another unpredictable year in
stride and once more, delivering exceptional results in the classroom,
on the sporting field, in co-curricular activities, and within the wider
community.

I am pleased to say that although we have experienced
much disruption, the aspirations outlined in the
Strategic Design 2020-2022 have been well and truly
embraced and supported by the entire Girls Grammar
community. Throughout 2021, staff, students
and parents treasured ‘normalcy’, but were able
to transition seamlessly to remote learning when
required. Our community demonstrated strength and
leadership when we were brought into the spotlight,
and the community had the utmost trust in us all to
do the right thing.

The focus for the mid-phase of the School’s Strategic
Design 2020-2022, was on ensuring the uninterrupted
delivery of a quality broad liberal education and
maintaining our reputation as one of Australia’s
leading girls’ schools. Despite another ‘unprecedented
year’, through the consistent effort and dedication
shown by our School community—trustees, staff,
students, parents, volunteers and alumnae—we have
fulfilled these goals, and continued to deliver on the
School’s strategic priorities.

During such unpredictable times we understand
that prioritising our students’ health and wellbeing
has never been more important. As such, a combined
space for the School’s health practitioners and
psychologists, the Floreamus Centre, opened in April,
giving students access to a range of services to support
them to be at their best—physically, mentally and
emotionally—and ready to learn. Likewise, staff have
been supported through School-wide initiatives that
sought to renew, inspire and importantly, offer our
educators more time—for planning, preparation and
contemplation.
We were incredibly thankful for the support and
generous donations to the School by donors
throughout the year—in particular on the inaugural
Giving Day event that raised funds for the Brisbane
Girls Grammar School Bursary Fund. The generosity
demonstrated on this day served as a reminder
of our community’s steadfast belief in the lifechanging opportunities of an exemplary educational
foundation.
Throughout 2021 sustainability efforts were
deepened, with staff and students continuing to
take steps to implement more sustainable practices,
particularly in the areas of energy, natural landscape,
and waste management. The School’s sustainability
efforts will develop further in the coming year with
the formalisation of key priority areas of focus,
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underpinned by the School’s Guiding Principle of
Stewardship and Sustainability.
As a new year dawns, a key focus of the Board of
Trustees in 2022 will be undertaking a major masterplanning exercise for the School. This planning
will take into account the new property acquired in
late 2020 at 89 Gregory Terrace, and the ambitious
response to the School’s sustainability imperative.
This will formalise plans for how the Spring Hill
campus can continue to evolve towards a design in
which the buildings and learning spaces create an
informal boundary that surrounds an inner sanctum
of green space and vegetation.
The possible introduction of Year Levels 5 and 6, an
initiative which would serve to equalise access to a
broad, liberal Grammar education for Queensland
girls, will also be examined, and plans will be finalised
for the refurbishment of the School’s iconic Main
Building. A new Strategic Design, reflecting the new
realities of contemporary society and education,
will also be formed in 2022 and serve to guide the
direction of the School as we approach our 150-Year
anniversary.
My thanks, as always, goes to my fellow Trustees for
their unwavering support, candour, and guidance
throughout the year. I congratulate Principal, Ms
Jacinda Euler, on her commitment to the School’s
vision, and continuing to lead the School’s exceptional
staff in creating a community that supports girls to
contribute to the world in a meaningful way.
I hope you will join me in facing 2022 with a
commitment to seeking wisdom, optimism, and
integrity in all that we do and all that we pass on to
Brisbane Girls Grammar School students. On behalf
of the Board of Trustees, thank you to our entire
community for your ongoing support of Brisbane
Girls Grammar School, and your shared belief in the
importance of educating girls, and valuing of the finest
traditions and aspirations in education.
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Our expert and caring staff at the School created
a vibrant academic environment that fostered a
culture of deep learning throughout the entirety
of the year—whether this was in the classroom,
or at times, through remote learning—yielding
remarkable achievements from students. In the
second year of the new system of senior assessment,
the School once again performed exceptionally well,
achieving a median Australian Tertiary Admission
Rank (ATAR) score of 96.25. More than 17.72
per cent of the School’s 2021 graduates achieved
an ATAR score of 99 or above (OP 1 equivalent),
and 79.92 per cent of the Girls Grammar Year 12
cohort—all of whom were eligible for an ATAR—
attained a score of 90 or above (equivalent of OP1-5).
These achievements are testament to our teachers’
ability to adapt their practice to a new system of
senior assessment and remote learning, and the
students’ hard work and commitment to their
studies.
Throughout 2021 the School contributed to
important debates in education, not only within our
immediate community, but also beyond our borders
and internationally through the School’s Illumine
podcast. The discussion surrounding the important
issue of sexual consent education in schools gained
media coverage within Australia and overseas, and
the podcast was recognised at the national Public
Relations Institute of Australia (PRIA) Golden
Target Awards, receiving the gold prize in the
‘Thought Leadership’ category.

Befitting our guiding principle of Belonging and
Wellbeing, students embraced opportunities to be
involved with, and celebrate their peers in sporting
events and fixtures throughout the year. They also
welcomed the chance to explore new interests and
give back to the community through School service
groups and activity clubs. The International Women’s
Day concert in March was, once again, an inspirational
success, highlighting the musical talents of our
students, and the exquisite compositions of female-only
composers. The Senior Drama performance of the
play, The Book of Everything by Guus Kuijer, was an aptly
chosen production for what ended up being another
turbulent year, with students exploring the themes of
courage and self-belief, the strengths and frailties of
people, cowardice and courage, and the power of love,
within this theatrical production.
In keeping with the School’s commitment to providing
high quality, expertly designed and flexible facilities, the
Floreamus Centre—a combined space for the School’s
Health Centre and School Counsellors—opened in
April. Students also enjoyed the first full year of learning
in the Science Learning Centre.
Our 2021 student motto, When the sisterhood unites, the
royal blue shines bright, was embraced by all, with our
remarkable young women offering friendship and
support to their peers, and many others in person and
via remote means when necessary. We held dear the
traditions that shape the culture of the School and
celebrated with gusto and gratitude, the occasions that
went unspoiled.
Embracing the new year, Brisbane Girls Grammar
School remains dedicated to providing a culture of
education where students can immerse themselves
in deep learning, develop their talents and discover
new passions. Lives Enriched by Learning—our diligent
and passionate educators will continue to provide
opportunities and challenges for students, and deliver
the foundation of a Girls Grammar education for young
women to contribute to building a good and just society
in the world beyond.
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Board of Trustees
BRISBANE GIRLS GRAMMAR SCHOOL

Brisbane Girls Grammar School’s Board of Trustees each bring extensive experience, knowledge
and skills to their role of guiding the School to ensure the continued delivery of the broad,
liberal education for which Girls Grammar is renowned.

MS JULIE McKAY (2000)
BA, BBusMan, Fellow in Ethical Leadership, MPP, EMBA

PROFESSOR ADAM SHOEMAKER
BA Hons, PhD

CHAIR

Trustee since 2014

Trustee since 2017, Chair since 2019

Professor Adam Shoemaker is one of Australia’s leading researchers in the area of Indigenous
literature and culture. Prior to his current appointment as Vice Chancellor of Victoria University, he
held senior leadership roles at a number of other Australian universities including Vice Chancellor
of Southern Cross University, Academic Provost at Griffith University, Deputy Vice Chancellor
(Education) at Monash University and Dean of Arts at the Australian National University.

Ms McKay is a Partner and Chief Diversity and Inclusion Officer at PwC (PriceWaterhouseCoopers),
and has also served as Gender Advisor to the Chief of the Australian Defence Force. Ms McKay was
Executive Director of the Australian National Committee for UN Women for nearly a decade and
was named Young Australian of the Year in 2013. She was Chair of Council at the Women’s College
within the University of Sydney from 2016 to 2019.
Ms McKay is a past student of the School (2000).

Professor Shoemaker is also the author or editor of nine books in the area of Indigenous Australian
Literature and Culture.

MS KERRYN NEWTON
LLB, LLM, MBA, MA, GradDip(Applied Finance and Investment), FAICD, FGIA, FIML

MR ANDREW KING

DEPUTY CHAIR

Mr King possesses more than 35 years’ experience in the Australian corporate
property and funds management arena. Over this period of time, Mr King has
created countless enduring relationships within the corporate community both
locally, nationally and internationally.

Trustee since 2018
Ms Newton has more than 25 years’ experience in legal, management and commercial
roles across private and public sectors. She is currently Chief Executive Officer at
Directors Australia, a national board consulting and non-executive director recruitment
firm. Ms Newton has served on the boards of private, public and not-for-profit companies
across aged care, education, childcare, energy, property and housing. Previously a
Non-executive Director of Energy Queensland Ltd, Ms Newton is currently a Board
Advisor of Norco Co-operative Limited.

Trustee since 2014

Mr King has held various directorships over many years of both not-for-profit and
for profit organisations, together with various advisory boards and committees at all
levels of government.

MS SOPHIE MOORE (1991)
BBus, CA, FFin

PROFESSOR JAMES NICKLIN
MBBS, FRANZCOG, CGO

CHAIR OF THE AUDIT, RISK AND COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE

Trustee since 2018

Trustee since 2019

Professor Nicklin is the Director of Gynaecologic Oncology at Royal Brisbane and
Women’s Hospital (RBWH) and a Visiting Medical Officer at Wesley Hospital. Professor
Nicklin completed his specialty training in obstetrics and gynaecology in Queensland,
followed by sub-specialty training in Sydney and the USA.

Ms Moore is Chief Financial Officer at Eagers Automotive Limited. Leading the company’s
accounting, taxation, payroll, treasury and internal audit functions, Ms Moore is also an
Executive Director of Eagers Automotive Limited, which is Australia’s oldest and largest
listed automotive retail group. With more than 25 years’ experience as a Chartered Accountant,
Ms Moore has previously held the positions of General Manager (Global Corporate Finance)
at Flight Centre and Associate Director (Advisory/Transaction Services) at PwC.

Professor Nicklin is a Professor of Gynaecologic Oncology at The University of
Queensland and has previously served as Chairman of the Australian Society of
Gynaecologic Oncologists.

Ms Moore is a past student of the School (1991).

MR TONY YOUNG
BBus(Acct), FCA, CPA, FTIA, GAICD

MS DIANA LOHRISCH (1989)
BComm, LLB, FGIA

Trustee since 2006

Trustee since 2019 (and from 2013 to 2016)

Mr Young is a Business Services Partner with BDO—one of the largest professional
services firms in Queensland and specialises in expert business, taxation and
accountancy advice.

Ms Lohrisch has been a corporate and commercial partner at leading independent law firm,
McCullough Robertson, for more than 15 years. She has more than two decades of legal
experience, advising on commercial transactions, capital markets, mergers and acquisitions,
and corporate governance across multiple market sectors. Ms Lohrisch’s clients include
start-ups, SMEs, listed companies and well-established businesses and corporate groups.

He has more than 40 years’ experience as a Chartered Accountant, providing
assistance to a diverse selection of clients with a focus on significant family-owned
enterprises across a range of industries.
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Ms Lohrisch is a past student and Head Girl (1989).
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The School
Brisbane Girls Grammar School is one of Australia’s leading
girls’ schools, established in 1875 as one of Queensland’s original
Grammar schools.
An academically non-selective independent school, through the
diverse opportunities and experiences offered at Girls Grammar,
students are inspired to dare to dream, test the unfamiliar, and
develop enduring life and leadership skills.
The School’s curious, adventurous, and principled students are
nurtured by expert and caring staff, and supported by a community
of parents, alumnae and friends that value the finest traditions and
aspirations in education.
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Identity and History

Historical Timeline
1875—Brisbane Girls Grammar School is established in a two-storey house on George Street.
1877—Sir Charles Lilley is appointed Chair of the Board of Trustees; Sarah Cargill is appointed Lady Principal.
1878—Mary Mackinlay is appointed Lady Principal.
1882—Sophia Beanland is appointed Lady Principal; Girls Grammar separates from Brisbane Grammar School.
1884—The School relocates to what remains its current Main Campus on Gregory Terrace.
1887—Sir Samuel Walker Griffith is appointed Chair of the Board of Trustees.
1889—Charlotte Pells is appointed Lady Principal.
1896—Eliza Fewings is appointed Lady Principal.
1899—The Old Girls Association is established.
1900—Milisent Wilkinson is appointed Lady Principal.
1904—Sir Hugh Nelson becomes Chair of the Board of Trustees, succeeded by John Laskey Woolcock in 1906.
1913—Mary Atkinson Williams is appointed Headmistress, succeeded by Jane Walker in 1914; the first School
Magazine is published.
1915—Margaret Annie Mackay is appointed Headmistress; the West Wing opens as a single-storey building,
housing an art room and three classrooms.
1925—Kathleen Lilley is appointed Headmistress; the first School uniform is introduced.
1952—Louise Crooks is appointed Headmistress; John England is appointed Chair of the Board of Trustees;
the Parents and Friends Association is established.
1958—The Kathleen Lilley Library is opened.
1964—Year 8 students commence secondary schooling, known as Form II; the House system is introduced.
1968—Yvonne Bain becomes the first woman Trustee.
1971—Nancy Shaw is appointed Headmistress.
1975—The School celebrates its centenary.
1976—Dr August Shaw Gerhmann is appointed Chair of the Board of Trustees.
1977—Judith Hancock is appointed Principal; the Fathers Group is established.
1986—The Gerhmann Theatre is built.
1987—Dr McCrae Grassie is appointed Chair of the Board of Trustees; the Marrapatta Memorial Outdoor
Education Centre is opened at Imbil.
1995—The McCrae Grassie Sports Centre is opened.
1996—Dr Cherrell Hirst is appointed Chair of the Board of Trustees.
2000—The School song, Nile Sine Labore, is introduced.
2002—Amanda Bell is appointed Principal; the Boarding House is closed.
2007—Elizabeth Jameson is appointed Chair of the Board of Trustees; the Cherrell Hirst Creative Learning
Centre is opened.

On 15 March 1875, six years before women were
admitted to universities in Sydney and Melbourne,
Brisbane Girls Grammar School was established—
initially as a branch of Brisbane Grammar School—
to provide girls the same educational opportunities
as their brothers.
The School opened in a two-storey house, located
on George Street, catering for 50 students under the
leadership of Lady Principal, Mrs Janet O’Connor.
Within six months, the School outgrew these
premises, and relocated to Wickham Terrace.
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In 1882, the decision was made to separate from
Brisbane Grammar School and operate independently
under the Grammar Schools Act. Two years later, in 1884,
the School relocated to its current site on Gregory
Terrace.
The original Main Building still stands proudly in
Spring Hill, symbolising Girls Grammar’s unique
heritage, and its unwavering commitment to
establishing the educational foundation for young
women to contribute confidently to their world with
wisdom, imagination and integrity.
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2013—Jacinda Euler is appointed Principal; the School unveils the Rangakarra Recreational and
Environmental Education Centre at Fig Tree Pocket.
2015—Year 7 is introduced to the School and the Research Learning Centre is opened.
2017—The Dorothy Hill Observatory commences operation at the School’s Marrapatta campus.
2019—Julie McKay is appointed Chair of the Board of Trustees; the School officially named the
Elizabeth Jameson Research Learning Centre.
2020—The seven-storey Science Learning Centre is opened.
2021—The School’s new location for student wellbeing, the Floreamus Centre, is opened.
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Aspiration and Intent
Aspiration

Highlights—2021

A Grammar girl is

Lives Enriched by Learning

CURIOUS

•

The School celebrated 146 years since its foundation in 1875.

•

I t was the second year of the new system of senior assessment, the Australian Tertiary Admission Rank
(ATAR), and Brisbane Girls Grammar School again performed exceptionally well with a median ATAR
result of 96.25.

•

 ne hundred per cent of the Year 12 2021 students were ATAR-eligible and 100 per cent of students were
O
eligible to receive a tertiary placement offer.

•

 he Year 12 2021 cohort exceeded all Queensland state averages in the ATAR system: 17.72 per cent
T
received 99 and above; 33.33 per cent received 98 and above; 57.81 per cent received 95 and above;
79.32 per cent received 90 and above; and 93.67 per cent received 80 and above.

•

 he School’s expert teachers once again supported the delivery of an exemplary broad, liberal education
T
remotely—periodically throughout the year due to the coronavirus pandemic—providing an online
curriculum and support systems to maximise learning experiences.

•

A combined space for the School’s Health Centre and Psychologists, the Floreamus Centre, was opened
in April, to help Grammar girls to be socially, emotionally, and physically at their best and ready to learn.

•

The School held its inaugural Giving Day event on 20 October 2021, with more than $435 000 raised
for the Brisbane Girls Grammar School Bursary Fund.

Thrives in a vibrant environment that fosters deep
and inquisitive learning

Intent
Proud of our Grammar tradition, we are a secondary
school that establishes the educational foundation
for young women to contribute confidently to their
world with wisdom, imagination and integrity.

PRINCIPLED
Engages ethically and purposefully with the world

ADVENTUROUS

Our Guiding Principles
Systematic curiosity in teaching, learning
and research
Judicious and ethical action

BALANCED
Seeks diverse experiences and different perspectives

Life-wide learning
Stewardship and sustainability

INDEPENDENT

Belonging and wellbeing
Purposeful community engagement
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Embraces the unexpected, following her dreams
without fear

A confident young woman who inspires contribution
to a greater purpose
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Performance
Throughout 2021, the School continued to achieve success in many
areas: academic results; exceptional scholarship; co-curricular
accomplishments; a commitment to student care; leadership; service
to its community; and the judicious management of School resources.
The following reports provide an insight into the performance of
Brisbane Girls Grammar School during 2021.

12
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Performance
The School is exceptionally proud of its students’ academic
achievements and the valuable contributions Girls Grammar
alumnae go on to make in their lives beyond School.
The continued strong performance of the School’s
students in the National Assessment Program—
Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN), and in the new
system of senior assessment, ATAR, are consequence
of a determined focus on quality learning, and the
empowerment of the School’s expert, professional
and caring staff.
Girls Grammar is academically non-selective in its
main year of entry (Year 7), with places offered in
strict date order of application. The School offers
no scholarships and is one of the few schools in
Queensland whose entire Year 12 cohort is ATAR
eligible.

Countering the current national decline in senior
students selecting to study STEM subjects, more than
88 per cent of the 2021 Year 12 cohort studied at
least one science subject, and more than 98 per cent
continued with at least one mathematics subject.
The high undertaking of these disciplines reflects
the student’s awareness of the value of the skills
that they develop in science and mathematics, and
their importance in addressing the challenges of the
modern world. Equally, students appreciate the value
of a broad liberal education—underpinned by the
humanities, languages and the arts—which develops
their wisdom and ability to make sense of the world.

2021 Tertiary Offers
The entire 2021 Year 12 cohort completing Senior studies was eligible to receive a tertiary placement offer.
OFFERS

PER CENT OF GIRLS GRAMMAR COHORT

Tertiary Places Offered

99.6%

Bachelor Degree

99.6%

Year 12 2021 Australian Tertiary Admission Rank Results
The 2021 Year 12 cohort attained outstanding results in the second year of the ATAR system, with the School
one of the top-performing in the state for the second consecutive year. These results continued the School’s
history of strong performance in the previous Overall Position (OP) system.
ATAR RANGE
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PER CENT OF GIRLS
GRAMMAR COHORT

99 and above

17.72%

98 and above

33.33%

95 and above

57.81%

90 and above

79.32%

80 and above

93.67%

Median

96.25%

*100% of all students completing Year 12 studies in 2021
were ATAR eligible. The reported outcomes are based on
the ATAR values disclosed to the school, which represents
98.75% of this cohort.
Two students received scores of 99.95, the highest ATAR
possible; only 32 such scores were awarded across all of
Queensland.
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Queensland Girls Secondary Schools Sports Association (QGSSSA) Premierships 2021
SPORT

TEAMS

Artistic Gymnastics

A Grade, D Grade (ii), Year 7 (i) and Year 7 (ii)

Badminton

Open, Senior A, Senior B (=1st), Senior D (=1st)

Basketball

Senior B, 9B

Hockey

Junior A (placings after a shortened season due to COVID-19—no pennants awarded)

Netball

10B (=1st), 10C (=1st), 9C, 7B, 7C (placings after a shortened season due to
COVID-19—no pennants awarded)

Rhythmic Gymnastics

A Grade, B Grade, Year 7 (ii), Year 7 (i), Year 8 (ii)

Softball

Senior A, 9A (=1st)

Tennis
Touch

Senior A, Senior B (placings after a shortened season due to COVID-19—no pennants
awarded)
Senior B

Volleyball

7A (=1st) (placings after a shortened season due to COVID-19—no pennants awarded)

Highlights
Sport
• B
 risbane Girls Grammar School Year 8 First Quad placed 1st in the Brisbane Schoolgirls' Rowing
Association Regatta season.
• B
 risbane Girls Grammar School placed 1st in the Queensland Fencing Association’s Brisbane School
Teams Competition—Intermediate Foil A.
• E
 lizabeth Harman (7L) represented Met North in the Queensland State Schools Golf Championship at
Royal Pines Golf Course, Benowa in March, following which, she was selected in the Merit Queensland
Team for 2021.
• Z
 oe McElwaine (8G) participated at the Queensland School Sport (QSS) state championships and was
selected to be a member of the QSS 11-12 Years Aquathlon Team 2020 (due to COVID-19 pandemic the
team is unable to represent Queensland in 2021 competition).
• V
 iolet Shaw (8L) was awarded the Most Valuable Goalkeeper in the 13A division of the Water Polo
Queensland State Championships.
• A
 strid Thomas (9H) was awarded Most Valuable Player of the Tournament at the Water Polo Queensland
State Championships.
• E
 mily Ryan (10E) represented Met North in the Queensland State Schools Tennis Championship in
March, and was subsequently selected in the Merit Queensland Team; Emily also competed in the 2021
Vineyard Joinery AMT/JT in April (winning the Open Singles and 18s Singles events), the 2021 Opal
Advice 90th Toowoomba Easter Gold Cup, the UTR Pro Tennis Series in Canberra in March, and the 2021
Morningside Open in February.
• I sla Fisher (11L) and Emma Greenwood (11R) competed in the Metropolitan North School Sport
Triathlon 11-19 Years team at the Queensland School Sport Championship in February, with Emma
subsequently selected in the Merit Queensland Team.
• N
 ancy Duncan-Banks (12E) and Ellyn Hill (12H) were selected in the U19 Australian Rowing Team
(Women’s Coxless Four) to compete at the World Rowing Cup (simulation regatta) in June.
• E
 llyn Hill (12H), Nancy Duncan-Banks (12E), Sophie Lucas (12O), Tylah Hutton (12B) and Emily Hirst
(12G) competed in the 2021 Australian Rowing Championships in Tasmania in March, winning the U19
Women’s Coxed VIII, and a further two gold medals and one silver medal between them.
• F
 reya Horton (12H) played in the Australian U18 Hockey Championships in Launceston, and Ellie Kendall (9G)
played in the Australian U15 Hockey Championships in Bathurst in April, both placing third in their events.
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Highlights (continued)

Highlights (continued)

Academic

Service

• S
 amantha Atherton (12L) was awarded a Tuckwell Scholarship to Medicine Pathway from Australian
National University.
• Abigail King (12R) was offered Griffith University’s Sir Samuel Griffith Scholarship for academic excellence.
• I sabel Lumley (12M) was awarded a sporting scholarship for Water Polo (playing Division 1 NCAA)
at Saint Francis University (SFU) in Loretto, Pennsylvania, USA.

• C
 ara Battaglia (10H) and Lilian Blanshard (10R) were elected to the Lord Mayor’s Youth Environmental
Leadership Network.
• T
 ung-Hi Ma (10H) and Grace Phua (12O) received the Australian Defence Force Long Tan Youth
Leadership and Teamwork Award, which recognises students who demonstrate leadership and teamwork in
service of their school and community.
• G
 race Paschkewitz (10O) and Tara Bashirzadeh (12R) received the Australian Defence Force Future
Innovators Award recognising their achievements in STEM subjects.

Music
• B
 ella Cheng (8B) was awarded an Associate in Music, Australia (AMusA) on Cello and successfully
auditioned for the Queensland Youth Symphony Orchestra.

• Charlotte King (10R) was elected to the Lord Mayor’s Youth Advisory Council.

• M
 ichelle Lin (8G) gained entry to the State Honours Ensemble—Percy Grainger Wind Orchestra on
Percussion.

• S
 amantha Atherton (12L), Annabel Douglas (12R) and Sierra Reza (12H) received a Certificate of
Community Service and Citizenship on behalf of the Queensland Branch of the Order of Australia.

• Shinie Gu (8O) gained entry to the State Honours Ensemble—Percy Grainger Wind Orchestra on Percussion.
• Maggie Barrett-Beck (8W) gained entry into the State Honours Ensemble—Betty Beath Vocal Ensemble.
• Myella Jago (9H) gained entry to the State Honours Ensemble—Sally Sloane Celtic Ensemble on Violin.
• Iha Agrawal (9R) gained entry to the Australian Honours Ensemble program—Vocal Ensemble.
• Lisa Walsham (9R) gained entry to the Australian Honours Ensemble program—Wind Ensemble on Clarinet.
• T
 iffany Yeo (11E) placed third in the Instrumental Category (Years 7-12) of the Australian Children’s Music
Foundation National Songwriting Competition.
• R
 emi Hirayama (11L) won the Queensland Harp Society Prize and gained entry into the Queensland
Youth Symphony Orchestra on Harp.
• M
 ikaela Chen (12E) gained entry to the Australian Honours Ensemble program—Wind Ensemble on
Percussion.
• Portia Cowan (12G) gained entry to the State Honours Ensemble—Betty Beath Vocal Ensemble.

Clubs and Activities
• M
 eg Ellem (7B), Anna Liu (7B), Sarah McDonald (7H), Anna Hodge (7L) and Millie Wenham (7L) were
awarded Honours in the Language Literature category of the Opti-MINDS State Finals Competition.
• E
 mily Jiang (8B), Stephanie Ku (8B), Amelia Loye (8H), Isabelle Chiang (8H) and Ajin Kyoung (8H) won
the Media category of the Opti-MINDS State Finals Competition.
• K
 eira Crouch (9G), Levi Gao (9G), Dorothy Rae (9G), Vani Ranjan (9G), Sienna Askew (9L) and
Anshika Singh (9R) won the Social Science category of the Opti-MINDS State Finals Competition.
• M
 adeleine Falting (11B), Summer Langguth (11B), Isabella Peters (11E), Vivian Wang (12L), Clare Tian
(12M) and Juliet Thottunkal (12O) achieved a High Distinction in the Royal Australian Chemical Institute
(RACI) Titration Competition.

• A
 shleigh Blundell (12L) gained entry into the State Honours Ensemble—Alfred Hill String Orchestra,
and Australian Honours Ensemble Program for 2021 on Viola.

• A
 nna Butler (11G), Zoe Pearson (11O), Johanna Conomos (11W), Sandra Jiang (11W) and Abigail
Woodcock (11W) placed 16th in the National Robotics Competition.

• Laura Hall (12L) gained entry to the Australian Honours Ensemble program—Symphony Orchestra on Oboe.

• M
 adison Danalis (11W) and Emma Rothwell (12G) were recipients of a Distinction in the RACI Titration
Competition.

• Vivian Wang (12L) gained entry to the Australian Honours Ensemble program—Wind Ensemble on Flute.
• S
 erena Choo (12M) won the Year 11-12 Category of the Australian Children’s Music Foundation National
Songwriting Competition and was awarded Young Songwriter of the Year.

• Shanna Heath (11L) qualified for the Australian Physics Olympiad Scholar Training School.

• Claire Tian (12M) gained entry to the Australian Honours Ensemble program—Wind Ensemble on Clarinet.

• Madison Denalis (11W) qualified for the Australian Biology Olympiad Scholar Training School.

• Michelle Jeong (12W) was awarded an Associate in Music, Australia (AMusA) on Cello.

• M
 adison Danalis (11W), Jacqueline Yen (12H), Vivian Wang (12L), Erin Doan (12M), Clare Tian (12M)
and Juliet Thottunkal (12O) qualified for the Australian National Titration Competition.

Staff
• D
 r Bruce Addison co-authored a book (published April 2021) for Hawker Brownlow Education titled
Inspiring Hope: Personal pedagogical gifts in a world of standards.
• M
 iss Gerri Bernard was named as a finalist for the Innovation in Teaching Award in this year’s Queensland
College of Teachers TEACHX Awards.
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The Floreamus Centre for
Health and Wellbeing
A new combined space for the School’s Health Centre and School
Psychologists, the Floreamus Centre, provides students with timely
and professional education, information and support to promote
optimal wellbeing for learning.

In 2021, BGGS launched the Floreamus Centre to
support students’ physical, mental and emotional
wellbeing. By combining the School’s Health Centre
and Counsellors, the Centre provides a holistic
approach to health and wellbeing, including specialised
programs to prepare students to prosper in the wider
world.
Managed by Associate Dean (Wellbeing), Dr Jody Forbes,
the Floreamus Centre is home to a professional
team of clinical psychologists and nurses, as well as
practitioners specialising in wellness. Throughout
the school day, students can seek medical and

20

psychological care to ensure that they are socially,
emotionally, and physically at their best and ready
to learn.
In addition to individualised support, the Centre
provides a specialised wellness program to build
girls’ resilience and cultivate courage, optimism,
and resourcefulness. Using innovative and
evidence-based research to guide the School’s
practice, the Centre aims to help students make
informed lifestyle choices, engage in self-care, and
develop the necessary skills to feel good, function
well and contribute to their own success.
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Finance
In accordance with the Strategic Design 2020-2022, the School’s
financial management must deliver appropriate, sustainable,
transparent and empowering fiscal management that balances
the surplus requirement for future reinvestment with immediate
educational program priorities.
Annual Financial Statements (Annexure C) for 2021
highlight the School’s strong financial position.
The annual operating surplus of $3.43M (2020:
$3.40M) was driven by the following factors:
•	tuition fees in 2021 were increased by three per
cent. Comparative Tuition Fees for 2020 reflected
a 10 per cent discount provided to all families for
Term 2 2020 as a result of the impact of COVID-19
•	other revenue (and offsetting costs) arising from
School activities and tours increased compared to
2020, which had seen a significant reduction as a
result of the impact of COVID-19. Also included in
2021 other income is cafeteria revenue (offsetting
costs reported in other expenses), with a change
to the reporting structure of the School cafeteria
•	continued strong philanthropic support, noting
that 2020 comparative figures reflected the capital
campaign for the delivery of the Science Learning
Centre
•	consistent and strong operational and financial
delivery.
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offerings sought and expected by our families, and
to ensuring a consistent and reliable approach
when setting fees. This includes maintaining a
long-standing policy of an all-inclusive fee, with no
additional levies, while addressing a decline in real
terms of government funding from both State and
Federal Governments.

Capital programs and infrastructure

Three of the most significant categories of
expenditure in delivering the exceptional education
for which Girls Grammar is renowned are:

In 2021, the School saw the construction and
opening of the new Floreamus Centre, providing the
facilities to accommodate an interdisciplinary team of
clinical psychologists, school nurses and mindfulness
practitioners to provide high-quality education and
primary care for its students.

•	employing the best teachers and other professional
staff it is possible to secure and remunerating
them fairly and appropriately—this representing
around 64 per cent (2020: 67 per cent) of our
annual expenditure
• delivering excellent academic programs
•	providing the resources required to deliver
the current quality and standard of a Brisbane
Girls Grammar School student experience and,
additionally, the School’s physical resourcing
requirements into the future.

The School has continued to generate consistent and
reasonable surpluses each year, which are used by
the School to fund payments on capital loans, capital
expenses and to provide for future capital projects
and ensure long-term sustainability.

The ongoing growth, liquidity and financial stability
of the School is supported by the ongoing careful
review of the School’s procurement and efficiency
opportunities to find sustainable cost and productivity
savings without reducing or impacting on the
experience of its students, families and staff.

The main revenue source of the School is tuition
fees, comprising 76 per cent of total revenue
(2020: 74 per cent). The Board remains committed
to keeping the School’s annual increase in tuition
fees as low as possible for the broad and deep

The impacts of COVID-19 on the School’s families
was managed carefully, with individual circumstances
considered in assessing the management and timing
of tuition fee payments.
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The start of the 2021 academic year saw the
opening of the Centre for Mathematics, with the
refurbishment of E-Block delivering eight refreshed
and renewed classrooms, breakout spaces and
staffroom to support the Mathematics Faculty.

The School continued investment in environmental
sustainability initiatives undertaken alongside
renewed and alternative approaches to waste
management with a view to support cost savings and
environmental imperatives.
During 2021, the School acquired 89 Gregory
Terrace, Spring Hill opposite the current Spring Hill
Campus. Use of this strategic asset will be considered
during a renewed master-planning exercise in 2022.
2021 saw the ongoing realisation of the School’s
continued investment in Information Technology
infrastructure and systems, with the continued
seamless delivery of remote learning as required.

Monitoring of financial performance and
effectiveness
Management and the Board of Trustees, with support
from its Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee,
continually monitor the School’s financial
performance and effectiveness. This is undertaken
through monthly financial reporting, a robust budget
process and annual review of the School’s 10-Year
strategic forecasting.

GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE
The School acknowledges the contributions made by
the State and Commonwealth Governments in the
form of grant allocations. The grants received and
approved in 2021 included:
•	Recurrent State and Commonwealth
Government Grants, including Indigenous
assistance:
-

Commonwealth Grants—$5,886,385

-

State Government Grants—$3,405,485

•	Queensland State Endowment Grant provided
to Grammar Schools in Queensland to assist
with the additional cost of complying with
State Government legislation for Statutory
Bodies—$21 500.
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Community
The strong community of parents, alumnae and friends
that surround Girls Grammar are dedicated to providing
students with the best possible education. The School is
grateful for their commitment to our shared purpose.

24
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Creating a brighter future
MS GEORGINA ANTHONISZ
DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT AND ALUMNAE RELATIONS

We are living through extraordinary times—and in these times it
might feel impossible to look to the future with a sense of hope
or optimism, when being in the present seems so demanding and
ever-changing. It is, perhaps, instinctive to be preoccupied with our
own immediate needs before the needs of others.

Of course, engaging in the act of philanthropy is
always about the future—the individual and collective
belief that we can make a difference, that we can do
something to improve and enable better outcomes
and opportunities, to help others and lift them
up beyond their imagination. Philanthropy plays
a critical and evolving role in Australian society
and it is important to foster the next generation of
philanthropists to engage with their communities
and support areas of need.
Our collective Girls Grammar philanthropy genuinely
made its mark in 2021 with more than $900 000
raised in total. My sincere thanks to all in the School
community who have supported our philanthropic
priorities during another challenging year. Your
generosity enables us to continue to build upon the
principles on which Girls Grammar was founded—
to provide an excellent education for girls so that they
may thrive in all their endeavours.
In particular, the School held its first Giving Day
in October, dedicated to raising funds towards the
Brisbane Girls Grammar School Bursary Program.
A special group of donors committed to double,
dollar-for-dollar, every donation received on Giving
Day to create twice the impact—and, in just 12 hours,
more than 490 donors contributed more than
$438 000. This was truly affirming, demonstrating
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the compassion and commitment from parents,
students, alumnae, support groups, staff and trustees
to enable girls from a wide range of backgrounds to
attend Girls Grammar.
A vibrant and accessible School environment, where
students are enriched by diverse experiences and
different perspectives, is integral to a Girls Grammar
education. Providing means-tested bursaries supports
promising future students who will contribute to,
and benefit from, this deep experience, but who
could not otherwise attend our School. The School
is delighted to be able to offer two new bursaries,
commencing in 2023, thanks to our Giving Day
supporters.
As always, the School’s support groups led by
example during the year—once again demonstrating
tenacity and patience to ensure as many activities
could proceed as possible. The giving of time,
collegiality and friendship are essential elements in a
strong and connected community and we are grateful
to all those who volunteer their time and energy to
assist the School.
Thank you again for supporting the education of
our current and future students by giving to Girls
Grammar. The Impact of Giving 2021 Report shares
more details about our School community’s inspiring
generosity and kindness.
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Thank you
The Board of Trustees and the Principal, on behalf of the School,
thank members of the Girls Grammar community for their generous
support in 2021 and in years past.

Jacinda & Mark Geritz

Helen Hume

L & S Davidson

Gianduzzo family

B & H Hunter

Lesley Davies

Liz Gibbs

Carol Hunter

Jenny Davis

M & E Giles

Lt Col G & Mrs J Hurcum

B Dawson AM

Gottumukkala family

Anne Ingram

DeSouza family

Emily Granger

Isbel family

J de Viana

Trudi Granger

Alison Jack

Di Bartolo family

Green Options

Elizabeth Jameson AM &
Dr Abbe Anderson

Donors

Reagan & Leigh Brosnan

Dr K Choo & Dr M Thomas

Jim & Tina Diakogiannis

D & P Greig

Jacinta Akers

Fiona & Catriona Brown

D & M Chow

Carolyn Dimento

Mr M Gresham & Ms W Wang

Olga Alexandratos

Dr Alison Bruce

Craig & Ruth Chowdhury

Jenny Do

G Griffin

Georgina Anthonisz

Brittany Brusasco

Natalie Christa

Dr C & Mrs Y Donnelly

Mr P Griffin & Ms S Schleicher

Natasha Arnedo

Keryn Bryce

Maryanne Christie

Kathy Dooley

Ngaire Groves

Jonathan & Yvette Askew

S Buckley & D Dunk

Rachael Christopherson

Dr N & Dr A Dore

Rebecca Groves

Margaret Attwood

Dr Barbara Burge

Kara Chudleigh

Marion Dowling

Hadzivukovic family

Ann Badger

Christine & Chris Burgess

Clark family

James Duncan & Jill Banks

Ms J Hammer AM

Chris Bailey

J & M Burke

Maria & Brett Clark

Brooke Dunlop

Janet Hanscomb

Mr A & Dr M Bale

Dr P & Mrs J Burke

Narelle Clarke

Brigadier P Dunn

Hapgood family

Banh family

Byrne family

Kate Clarkson

Retha du Plessis

Harding-Smith family

Laurence & Katrina Barnes

Ms S Cali

Clothier Greer family

James & Sarah Earnshaw

A & S Harper

Claire Barnett

Campbell family

Paul Clewley

Penelope Eden

Pauline Harvey-Short OAM

Gay Barnett

Caposecco family

Astrid Coates

Marla Edwards

Dr L & Mrs K Hatzipetrou

Eugene & Andree Barry

Cardell family

Catrina Codd & David O’Driscoll

Isabella Elcock

Dorothy Hawkins

L & M Battaglia

Cardell-Ree family

Margaret Comino

R & B Ellem

Heath family

Dr A Bell AM

Carley family

Sophie Conias

S Elliott & L Stevens

Henley family

Bell & Co Accounting & Tax

R & K Carrett

Kristine Cooke

The Ekeocha family

J Hennessey

Dr Susan King (nee Duke) &
Mr Andrew King

Gerri Bernard

Rebecca Castley

R & L Cooke

Jacinda Euler

Jennifer Heyworth-Smith

The Kirk family

Mrs Ann Caston

Sarah Cooper

G Falkenhagen

Margaret Hickey

Kolff van Oosterwijk family

Bizzell Foundation

Caton family

Suey Cooper

Fanning family

Isabelle Higgins

Koorts family

Inais, Matisse, Persia & Arabella
Black

Chambers family

Corbin family

Feros family

F & K Higginson

Tatiana Korknobel

Chris & Kylie Chambers

Jill Corrigan

Carole Ferrier

Dr Cherrell Hirst AO

J Kruger & L Tang

Gavin & Claire Blake

Dr A & Dr J Chang

Mr T Cory

Raechelle Finch

Noela Hirst

Rebecca S Kugelmas

Blucher family

C Chang & N Kambe

B & S Cox

Fisher family

Mr R & Mrs K Hirst

Roger Lago

Frank Chang & Carol Lee

CPAP Select Greenslopes

C & A Fitzpatrick

Dr T Ho & Dr T Tram

Ginn Lai & Lily Huang

Dr L Chang & Dr Y Ku

Dr T Cribb & Dr S Pichelin

Mr D & Mrs L Fogden

Ben & Lilian Hoare

Lane family

Yan Ki Chang

Crosisca family

Maggie Forrest

Hodge family

Sachin & Navi Lashand

Bowden family

Chen family

Tennille Cummings

Rachel Fraser

Kirsten Holden

Lily Lau-Coombs

Sarah Boyle-Devaney

Dr C Chen & Ms Z Li

Laura Cunning

Emily Frazer

Hoyling family

Beth & David Leach

Mr M Bradburn & Dr S Harding

Philip Chen

Anthony Cupitt

Dr M Fry

Teresa Howard

Karen Lennon

Mrs Kay Brassil

Mr Y Chen & Ms X Wang

Anne Cutting

Fu Family

Dr M Howes & Ms S Hogarth

Melinda Lewis

Cheri Chern

Czislowski family

Caitlin Gallagher

Belinda Hsueh

H Lin & T Chu

Anne Chidgey

Judi Dallas

Mel Galloway

Jackie Hua & Eric Ma

Ying Lin, Peiheng Hu & Sunnie Lin

CC Chiong, Angeline Heng &
Rachel Chiong

Wendy Danalis

Gandhi family

Leo Hua & Chris Luo

Francis & Nelly Liu

Rodney Dann & Sally Matthews

Patrick & Brooke George

Tao Huang & Mengjie Qiu

Liu family

Betzien Duffield family

Sherrie Blundell
A & E Boden
Krishna & Gayathri Bodla

Brickwood family
Troy, Betty-Anne & Gabriella
Briggs
James & Jane Bright
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Ruth Jans
Sue Jeavons
Megan Jenner
Nicole & Jaimee Jessop
Eldene Johnston
Dr A & Mrs A Jones
Hannah Jones
Jennifer Jones
Llew & Ceri Jury
David Keane
Margaret Kelly
Ellen Kemp
Geraldine Kettle
Isobel Khursandi
Kate Kildey
Nathan & Caitlin King
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The Hon Justice John Logan &
Mrs Janice Logan

Brett Munro & Stephanie Walker

Dr G Powell AM

Julie Smith

Mr Jim Truesdale

Professor J Young AM & Mr M Curtis

Murcott-Green family

Lisette Pregelj

S Smith & S McAree

Steven Van der Ros

Young family

Bridget Lowry

Murphy family

Toby & Monique Prior

Lucy Snelling

John & Linda Van Lieshout

Yu family

Catherine Myers

Susan Pritchard

Mr S & Mrs K Somerville

Madison Varshney

Mr S Yuen & Mrs H Jiang

Suzanna Nash

David & Emily Pryor

Sommerfeld family

Diane Voller

Zelich family
T Zeng & Q Zhao

Emma Lowry
Kerry & Neil Lucas
Lui family
Allison Luque
Margaret Lush
Adam & Elizabeth Lusk
Lutz family

R Newsome & K Britt

Dr C & Dr N Pulle

Carol Sorensen

Dr P & M Vujovic

Kerryn Newton

Christine Purdy

Georgia Souyave-Murphy

Wacker family

P & N Zentveld

Dr Jennifer Nevard

Yvonne Qin

Tammy & Andrew Spiller

Lili Wackwitz

Zhao family

Dr C Ng & Dr C Ling

Louise Quinlan

Bill, Karen & Ava Stafford

Ellie & Lisa Walsham

Liana Zhong

Helen Ng

Angela Rae

Meredith Staib

Lisa Walters

Kim Nguyen

Dr C Raffel & Ms K MacNeil

Ann Stark

Rong Wang

Nicklin Medical Services

Dr S Ranjan & Dr N Saraswat

Dr Sally Stephens

Arne & Sandra Nilsen

David Rawson

Stephens family

Masa & Emi Nishiyama

Megan & Paul Readdy

Dr Kay Stewart

Dr A Obermair & Dr M Janda

Tressa Reddie

Katrina Strotton

Offermann family

Remedios family

Swale family

Amanda O’Hara

A Rich & M Daniels

Swindells family

Susan O’Hare

J & D Richards

Yong Su & Qingfen Lin

C & H Orr

Simone Roche

Y Sun & S Su

Danielle O’Sullivan-Fox

Emma Ross

Dr T Taheri & Mrs S Roohygohar

Helen O’Toole

Jacqui Ross

Kat Talbot

Bradley Page & Deral Tanil

Violet Ross

Danielle Taylor

C N Pang & W M Lee

Dr Rothwell & Dr McBride

S & A Taylor

Ellena Papas

Dr Bev Rowbotham AO

Esandi Tennakoon

Drs A & S Ryan

Quy Anh To

Jacinta Mallam

Dr Juanita Pappalardo & Dr
Matthew Peters

Emmie Willis

Timothy Samios

Mark & Fiona Tobin

Manique family

Lasanthi Paranavithana

E Wilson

Nina Sayer

Annie Tong

Aleksandra Markovic

Gifts in-kind

Lara Parker

Sue Wilson

Olivia Saywell & family

Brendon & Kerrin Thomas

Jane Martel

Wong Phan family

Kylie Elkington

Parker family

Janine Schmidt AM

Dr P Thomas & Dr T Davey

Elizabeth Worth

Rodney Williams

Sanggavi Mayooran

Parr family

Joan Schubert

Stephanie Thomas

Kylie Meek

Wright family

Meghan Parry

Kelly Seipel & Hae-Uk Hong

L Thornquist

Sue Meeking

John Yates

Libby Patrick

Dr Kim Selwa

D & S Thottunkal

Heather Meinecke

Suzhen Ye

Miranda Patten

Elaine Serisier

Trappett family

Sean Middlemass & Majella Pollard

Yong Gee family

G Paull & H Armstrong

Pamela Shannon

Mark & Susan Middleton

Phoebe Tronc

Mr A Young

Payman family

G & B Shapland

Milani family

Dr Jane Peake

Shaw family

Andrew Miller

Sylvia Pegg

Professor A Shoemaker

Candace Millman-Doyle

David & Amber Pennell

Shorrock-Browne family

Colin Mills

Rachael Pery-Johnston & Ross
Francis

Jasjeet Sihota

P & M Mitchell

Anne Simi

Thank you to the School’s Support Groups for their important contribution and service
throughout the year.

Cathryn Mittelheuser AM

Cara Phillips

Petriea Skitek

Parents & Friends Association

Music Support Group

Water Polo Support Group

Dr Melda Moffett

E Phua & F Phua-Wu

Dianne Small

Mothers Group

Rowing Support Group

Old Girls Association

Sophie Moore

Andrew Pollock
Tejasvi Potluri

Mr H Smerdon AM &
Mrs S Smerdon

Fathers Group

Mr S & Mrs L Morton

Lyall-Wilson family
Kayley McCorley
Chloe McCormack
Mr S McCullough & Mrs T Davern
J & C MacDonald
D & A McDonnell
Ruth McGrath
Frances McInerney & Sean Martin
Laurie Mackay
McKay-Churchill family
E Mackenzie
J McMillan
M McMurdo AC
Sienna Maher
Dr Kathryn Mainstone

S & L Wang
Portia & Miranda Ward
S Warner & A Rich
Diane Watson
Bethel Webb
A & S Wells
Betty & John Wernham
Karyn Wernham
Reverend P Wetherell

Sophia Beanland Circle
Anonymous
Mrs Kay Brassil
Dr Barbara Burge
Mrs Ann Caston
Mrs Julie Caton
Mrs Lesley Davies
Mrs Jenny Everett
Mrs Jeanette Lockey

Wille family
Brian & Dawn Williams

Gifts in Wills

R Williams

The Estate of Tova Blumberg

Mark & Paula Williamson

The Estate of Joyce Hyam

Joan Wilkinson

The Estate of H G Joughin

Thank you also to 135 donors who have chosen to remain anonymous.

Acknowledgements correct as at January 2022.
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Grammar Women achievements
Students’ time at the School forms the foundation for a lifetime
of connection to Girls Grammar and their fellow Grammar sisters.
Grammar Women, incorporating the Old Girls Association,
provides a framework for past students to maintain, strengthen and
develop connections with fellow alumnae.

• A
 rchlia Lin (2017) was one of the first students to be awarded a Bachelor of Medical Science in December
2020 at the newly opened University of the Sunshine Coast.
• D
 r Wendy Page (1972) was named the Northern Territory State Recipient for Australian of the Year 2021,
recognising the remarkable contributions she has made to improving Aboriginal health outcomes over the
past thirty years.
• E
 meritus Professor Cheryl Praeger (1965), was one of only four recipients who was bestowed a Companion
(AC) in the General Division of the Order of Australia for her significant service to: mathematics, and to
tertiary education; as a leading academic and researcher, to international organisations; and as a champion
of women in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) careers. Emeritus Professor
Praeger was also recognised by the Australian Academy of Science, receiving one of the Academy’s most
prestigious awards—the Inaugural Ruby Payne-Scott Medal and Lecture.
• P
 rofessor Helene Marsh (Gould, 1962) was awarded an Officer (AO) in the 2021 Australia Day Honours
for distinguished service to the biological and environmental sciences, conservation of marine mammals,
and tertiary education.

‘We were encouraged to take part in all academic aspects of
school life. Girls Grammar was the start of a lifetime of grasping
opportunities as they were presented.’
Professor Cheryl Praeger AC (1965)

• E
 loise Young (2020) placed 8th in the U21 Pair, and 3rd in the U19 Eight at the Rowing Queensland Club
State Titles.
• R
 achel Chiong (2020) and Josephine Clough (2020) were awarded first place for South East Queensland,
and ultimately first place nationally, for their entry in the Young ICT Explorers Competition in 2020 for
their online digital art gallery.
• M
 adeleine Williams (2016), Ashleigh Hockings (2017) and Chelsea Ashby (2020) were selected for the
Queensland State Rowing Team.
• S
 arah Tisdall (2015) stroked the Cambridge Women’s VIII to victory against Oxford University in the
75th Women’s Boat Race in Cambridgeshire, England in April.
• R
 everend Dr Cecilie Lander (1965) was awarded a Member (AM) in the General Division of the Order of
Australia for significant service to neurological medicine and to the Anglican Church of Australia.
• C
 herise Czislowski (De Vere, 2002) was named Queensland 2021 Building Professional of the Year in the
Australian Institute of Building’s, Professional Excellence in Building Awards for her work on the School’s
Science Learning Centre.
• C
 hloe Yap (2013) was awarded the Queensland Government’s 2021 Queensland Women in STEM Prize—
Judges’ Award for her ‘big data’ approach to try to improve early autism diagnosis.
• G
 abriella Palm (2015) and Abby Andrews (2017) were named in the squad of 16 for the Australian Stingers
team for the Olympic Games, and subsequently announced as part of the 13-strong women’s water polo
team for the Tokyo Games, with Australia going on to finish in fifth place.
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Staff
The staff at Brisbane Girls Grammar School deliver the broad,
liberal education for which the School is renowned.
The School’s teachers are central to its culture of deep learning,
possessing extensive knowledge of their discipline, an unending
passion for discovery, and the ability to nurture creativity and a
sense of possibility in the minds of students.
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Brisbane Girls Grammar School Staff
Executive Staff

Mr Brett Mildwaters
(Interim Terms 2-3), MBA,
BInfoTech

Principal
Ms Jacinda Euler
BA, GDipEd, MEdSt, MACE,
MACEL, MAICD

Mrs Cherie Nowlan
BInfoTech (Hons) (Term 4-)
Director of Human Resources
Ms Retha Du Plessis
BA(Psych), BCom(Hons)
(Industrial Sociology), MBA,
MAHRI

Deputy Principal
Mrs Anne Ingram
BSc, DipEd, AMusA, MACEL
Deputy Principal (Academic)
Dr Bruce Addison
BA, BBus (Econ), BEdSt, PhD,
DipEd, MAICD, MACE, FACEL

Property and Capital Works
Manager
Mr Aaron Bowden
DipProjectMgt, DipBus(Frontline
Management), DipBuilding&
Construction, CertIVWHS, FSA,
QBCC Licence No 1264810

Chief Financial Officer and
Secretary to the Board
Ms Rachel Fraser
BCom, GradDip Adv Acctg, CA,
GAICD
Dean of Studies
Mr James Keogh
DipTeach, BEd, MEd, MACE, MAIP,
MACEL

Directors
Centre for School Wide Pedagogy
Ms Susan Garson
BA/BEd, MEdStud (Term 3-)

Dean of Operations
Ms Tennille Cummings
BSc, GDipEd, MEd (Leadership
and Mgt), MACEL

Creative Arts
Mr Andrew Pennay
BA, BEd

Dean of Co-curriculum
Ms Ellena Papas
BEd(GE), BMus, CertResCare,
MACE, MACEL, AFAIM (Term 1)

English
Ms Jo Genders
BEd(Hons)

Mr Stephen Fogarty
BEd, MACHPER (Acting, Terms 3-4)
Dean of Students
Mrs Emma Lowry
BBus, BIntSt, BEd, MEd(Leadership
and Mgt) (Terms 1-3)
Ms Stephanie Thomas
BEd(Sec), GCertEdMgmt
(Acting, Term 4)
Director of Communications and
Engagement
Ms Veena Herron
BJourn, BCommun(Hons),
GradCert (Research), MIR
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Health and Physical Education
Mr Stephen Fogarty
BEd, MACHPEMs
Ms Jane Martel
BAppSc(HMSEd) (Acting Terms 3-4)
Humanities
Ms Alison Dare
BA(Hons), DipEd, MA
Instrumental Music
Mrs Emma Dron
MMus, BMus, GDipTL, MACE
International Studies
Ms Susan Garson
BA/BEd, MEdStud (Terms 1-2)

Director of Development and
Alumnae Relations
Ms Georgina Anthonisz
BMus, CFRE, MInstF(Cert)

Ms Cathy Lu
BA, MA(ChineseTrans&Inter),
GradDipEd(Sec), GradCertEd
(Leadership & Mgt) (Term 3-)

Director of Information Technology
Mr Eduardo Sifontes
BA(ComSc), PGradDip(Project
Management) (Term 1)

Library and Information Services
Mrs Kristine Cooke
BA, DipEd, GradDipResT,
MEd(TeachLib)
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Ms Rachael Christopherson
BA, DipEd (Term 4-)
Mathematics
Ms Catrin Huxtable
BSc(Hons), PGCE

Griffith
Ms Stephanie Thomas
BEd(Sec), GCertEdMgmt

Drama
Mrs Katrina Riveros
BA(Drama), GradDipEd

Mrs Sally Callie
BEd (Acting Term 4)

EAL/D Coordinator
Mrs Tanya Knight
BA, DipEd, MEd(TESOL)

Outdoor Education
Mr James McIntosh
BEd, GradDipOutEd, MEdSt

Hirschfeld
Mrs Alice Dabelstein
BEd

Mr Michael Ramsay
BTeach, GradDipOutEd
(Acting Term 4)

Lilley
Mrs Sybil Edwards
BA, DipT

Science
Dr Sally Stephens
BSc, MScEd(Dist), GradDipT,
GradDipCommComp, EdD

Mackay
Ms Ruth Jans
BA, BEd

Service
Mrs Lynne Mungomery
BHMS(Ed), CertIVTrngAssmnt
Sport
Ms Jo Duffy
BEd, MEd
Technologies
Mr Brendon Thomas
CertFineArts, BEd, PGradCertOEd,
MEd, CertIVTrngAssmnt

Heads of House
Associate Dean
Ms Sarah Frew
BA, BEd, MEdSt(Leadership),
MEduProfSt(Research)
Associate Dean
(Academic Administration)
Ms Elaine Serisier
BEd(Hons)
Beanland
Ms Rachael Christopherson
BA, DipEd (Terms 1-2)
Mrs Sacha Cross
BAppSc (HMS)/BEd(Sec) (Term 3-)
England
Ms Alysia Stark
BAppSc(HMSEd), Cert IV Training
& Assessment, MAppSc (Sports
Coaching)

O’Connor
Ms Sarah Boyle
BA, BEd(GE), GradCertRE
Woolcock
Mrs Violet Ross
BA, GradDipEd

Heads of Department/
Subject
Accounting
Dr Phillipa Greig
BBus, BEd, DipT(Sec),
AssocDipSecStudies, EdD
Ancient History
Dr Rashna Taraporewalla
BA(Hons I), PhD, GradDipEd
Biology
Ms Tracey Monteith
BSc(Hons), DipEd

Economics
Dr Zhi (Sam) Peng
BA, MA, MIB(Hons), PhD,
GradDipEd
English Curriculum Development
Mr David Rawson
BA(Hons), BEd(Sec), EdM,
MACEL
English Years 7 to 8
Mrs Julie Smith
BA(Hons)(Eng), PGCE
English Years 9 to 10
Mr Richard Laur
BEd(PG), BA(Hons), MEd
Literature
Ms Meghan Parry
BA/BEd(Sec)
French
Mr Fabrice Alleaume
BBus(Mgt), GradDipTeach(Sec),
MA(Hons)
Geography
Ms Yonnie McDonnell
BA, GradDipEd
Mr Paul Martineau
BA, BEd (Acting Term 4)
German
Mrs Izabela Minuzzo
Licencjat Magistra

Chemistry
Mrs Jacqueline Ross
BSc(Hons), GradDipT

History
Ms Julie Hennessey
BA, MEd, DipEd

Chinese
Mrs Paula Quinn
PGDipED, BA(Hons), MAppLing

Mr Daniel Larkin
BA, BEd (Acting Term 4)

Coordinator of Drama Productions
Mr Benjamin Dervish-Ali
BCI, Bed (Hons), AssocDip
(Speech and Drama)

Mrs Sacha Cross
BAppSc (HMS)/BEd(Sec)
(Acting Terms 1-2)

Curriculum Music
Ms Adele Cummings
BA, MSc(Entrepreneurship),
GradDipEd (Term 2)

Gibson
Mrs Hazel Boltman
HDE(Physical Science)

Mr Michael McGrath
BMus(Hons)/BEd(Sec), BMus,
CMusA (Term 1, 3-)

Humanities Year 7
Ms Anna Flourentzou
BA, BEd
Health and Physical Education
Curriculum Development
Ms Jane Martel
BAppSc(HMSEd)

Latin
Mr Nicholas Hollier
BA(Hons), GradDipEd,
GradDipDivinity
Learning Support
Ms Lesley Roy
DipT, GOGE, MLearnInnov
Learning Innovation and Design
Mr Shane Skillen
BEd, CertIVEng, DipMultiMedia
General Mathematics
Mr Steven Van der Ros
BEd(Sec)(Hons), BIT,
CertIVTrngAssmnt
Mathematics Methods
Ms Gay Barnett
BA, DipEd
Mathematics Curriculum
Development
Dr Peter Jenkins
BSc(Hons I), PhD, GradDipEd
Resource Development and
NAPLAN
Mrs Elizabeth-Anne Briggs
BMath, BEd
Mathematics Years 7 to 8
Mrs Patricia Greenland
BSc, GradDipEd
Physics
Mr Alan Allinson
BSc(Hons), PostGradCertEd
Junior Science Curriculum
Development
Mrs Monica Urry
BSc, BEd
Science Curriculum Development
Ms Gerri Bernard
BSc(Physics), MSc(MatSciEng),
GrDipEd(Senior Yrs)
Visual Art
Mr Donald Pincott
BEdSt, BA, MEd, MLI,
DipSecT(Art), MACE

Mr Elliot McGarry
BEd(Sec) (Acting Terms 3-4)

Curriculum Development and
Digital Technology Studies
Mrs Malgorzata Golawska-Loye
MagisterBEd

Japanese
Mrs Sanae Asada-Leone
BA, GradDipEd

Evening Study Program Coordinator
Mrs Jennifer Levitt
BA, BEd(Sec)
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Academic Staff
Ms Sharon Anderson
BA, DipEd
Ms Charlotte Anthony
BA, PGCE
Ms Stefanie Bailey
BSc/BEd
Ms Jacqui Baker
BEd/BSc (Term 4-)

Mr Andrew Lanning
BEd(Sec), BSc

Ms Laura Dewar
M.A. (Hons), PGCE, Grad Dip
(Term 3-)

Mrs Carolyn Lansdown
BA(OutEd), GradDipEd

Mrs Judith Muller
DipEd, BSc, GradDipCompEd,
DipBus (FrontlineMgmt)
(Terms 1-2)

Mr Daniel Larkin
BA, BEd

Mrs Danielle Munro
BTeach&Learn/BAppSc

Mrs Catherine Lay
BSc, GradCertA, BEd(Sec)(GE)

Mr James Nicholls
BBus(Finance), GDipT(Sec)

Mrs Emily Levett
BA, BEd(MidYsSch) (Term 3-)

Mrs Joanne Nisbett
BEd

Ms Belinda Lindsay
BA, BTArt, GDipEd

Ms Brittany Nunan
BHealth&ExSc, GradDipEd
(Senior Yrs)

Mrs Sally Downes
BA, DipEd
Ms Kirsten Eadie
BEd, GCCI, MEd(LeadershipMgt)

Mrs Amanda Barnes
BA, GradDipEd (Terms 3-4)

Mrs Raechelle Finch
GradDipEd, BHMS

Mrs Elizabeth Bate
BEd, MEd

Ms Sharni Folland
BFineArts, GDipEd(Sec)

Ms Hannah Barclay
BEnvSc, MTeach(Sec) (Term 4)

Ms Hannah Gillam
BSc, GradDipEd

Ms Madeleine Brook
BEd(Sec)

Mr Bradley Hacker
BSc(Geo)(Hons), PGCE (Terms 1-2)

Dr Ruth Burnett
BEcon, DipT, MEd, EdD

Ms Abigail Hills
BVA, GradDipEd

Ms Michaela Burton
BCI, BEd(Sec)(Hons),
AdvDipVisArts (Term 3-)

Ms Hollie Hollie
BA(VisArt), BEd(Sec) (Terms 1-2)

Ms Anne Byrne
BSc, BEdSt, MEd, DipEd
Mrs Sally Callie
BEd
Ms Nadine Cameron
BSc, GradDipEd
Mr Neil Cartwright
BBus(Hons) GradDipEd(Sec)
(Terms 1-2)

Mr Gideon Huppert
BA, GradDipEd, MEd(TESOL),
CertIVTrngAssmnt
Ms Megan Jager
BEd (Terms 3-4)
Dr Paula Johnson
BA(Hons I), PhD, GradDipEd

Dr Christine Madill
BA(Hons), PhD, GradDipEd
(Term 1)
Mrs Amee Magee
BSc, GradDipEd
Mr Paul Martineau
BA, BEd
Mrs Lee Mazzaglia
BEd, DipT
Mrs Kate McCarthy
BHMS, BAppSc(Ed)
Mr Michael McCluskey
BEng(Hons), GradDipCompEd,
DipBus(FrontlineMgt)
Ms Niamh McConnell
BA(Acc), PGDE(Sec)(Maths)
(Terms 1-2)

Ms Stephanie Johnson
BAppSc(HMS), BEd(Sec)

Ms Kayley McCorley
BHlthSportsandPhysEd, MEd
(Leadership and Mgt)

Ms Stephanie Chapman
BMath, MTeach(Sec) (Term 3-)

Mrs Eldene Johnston
BEd

Ms Belinda McGarry
BSc, BEd, MEd(Leadership and Mgt)

Ms Katja Charters
FirstStateExamTeachers

Ms Susan Joseph
BSC, GradDipEd

Mr Elliot McGarry
BEd(Sec)

Ms Maryanne Christie
BEd(Sec), BSci

Ms Carmen Keating
MBiomedE, BMechE(Hons),
GradDipEd

Ms Bronwyn McKean
BA, DipEd, CertFineArts

Ms Kara Coughlan
BSc, PostGradDipEd
Ms Jessica Corvino
BSC, GradDipLearnTeach,
CertIVOutdoorRec (Term 1)
Ms Megan Cossar
BA, GradDipEd(SeniorYrs)
Mr Anthony Cupitt
BEd(Sec)(GE), BA(Hons),
MA(Philosophy)
Mrs Thea Darnell
BDesSt, MTeach(Sec)
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Ms Renae Davis
BEd(LOTE)

Ms Samantha Kennedy
BSecEd (Terms 3-4)
Mrs Kate Kildey
BEd(Sec)(Hons I), MLI, MACE

Mrs Carol McIntosh
BEd, GradDipOutEd, MA
Ms Kylie Meek
BBusMngt, BComm,
GradDipEd(Sec), GradDipCA

Mrs Anna O’Gorman
BSc(Hons), DipEd
Ms Amy Penberthy
BHlthSport&PhysEd
Ms Zoe Penman
BMus, BEd(Sec)
Ms Deborah Perz
BSc, BEd
Mr Michael Ramsay
BTeach, GradDipOutEd
Ms Cathy Rees
DipT, GradCertHlthSc. (WomHlth)
Mr Connor Rigsby-Jones
BSc, MTeach (Terms 2-4)
Mrs Simone Roche
BEd
Mrs Jacqueline Rose-Diamond
BSc, PostgradDipEd(Sec)
Mr Andrew Saunders
BA( Hons), MA, GDipEd
Ms Corrinne Scruby
BA, DipEd
Mr Bilal Sezgin
BBus(Economics), GDipEd, MEd
Mrs Caitlin Simic
BEnvMan(Hons), GradDipEd(Sec)
(Term 3-)
Mrs Katy Smith
BSc (Hons), PGCE

Mr Nathan King
BA, GradDipEd(Sec)

Mr Christian Moffat
BA(Hons)(ContHist),
MA(ModHist), PGCE

Mrs Stephanie Kingan
BA(Ed)(Sec) (Terms 1-2)

Ms Prue Morgan
BAgSc, DipEd

Ms Nisha Swanston
BSc(Hons)(Multimedia
DesandTech),
ProfGradCertEd(DesandTech)

Ms Kate Kregenbrink
BEd, MEd(Leadership and Mgt)

Ms Susan Morrison
BEd(Sc)

Ms Kathryn Talbot
BA/BEd(Sec)(Hons), MPhil
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Ms Saskia Testa
BA, BEd(Sec) (Term 1)
Ms Morgan Todd
BOutdoorEd, GradDipEd
(Applied Learning)
Dr Keith Treschman
BSc, DipEd, BEdSt, BA, MEd,
MSc, PhD
Ms Sandra Vecchio
BEd(Sec) (Term 4-)
Mrs Christine Woodford
BSc, DipEd
Ms Samantha Young
BEd
Mr Henry Yuan
BA, GDipEd(Sec)

Instrumental Music Staff
Faculty Director
Mrs Emma Dron
MMus, BMus, GDipTL, MACE
Coordinator of Bands
Ms Laurinda Davidson
BAMus, GDipMusSt
Coordinator of Choirs
Ms Clare Finlayson
BMus, BEd(Sec)
Coordinator of Strings
Mr Michael Patterson
BMus(Hons), MPhil
GradDipLearning&Teach(Sec),
LMusA, AMusA
Band Director, Percussion Teacher
Mr Jacob Cavanough
BMus
Band Director, Woodwind Teacher
Ms Jessica Garvey
BMus, GrDipEd(Sec)
Band Director, Brass Specialist
Mr Paul Johnston
BMusPerf, GradDipEd
Band Director, Woodwind Teacher
Ms Ashleigh Porter
BMus, GradDipEd, AMusA
Choral Director, Voice Teacher
Dr Gary Holley
BMusEd, MMus(MusEd),
MMusSt(VocalPed), DMA, AMusA
(Terms 1-2)
Choral Teacher
Mrs Wendy Rolls
BEd, MMusSt, GCMusSt, BVSc
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Choral/Voice Teacher
Ms Ruani Dias-Jayasinha
BMus(MusEd), BA (Term 3-)
Double Bass and Cello Teacher
Mrs Connie Garrett-Benson
BMus, GradDipEd
Flute, Oboe and Bassoon Teacher
Mrs Anne MacAskill Auld
BMus(MusEd)
Guitar Ensemble Teacher
Mr Ian Weston
BJS(Dist), MMusSt
Strings Director, Cello Teacher
Mrs Helen Sharp
BMus, GradDipMus
Strings Director, Upper Strings
Teacher
Ms Josephine Pollicina
BMus(Hons), MPhil
Strings Director, Upper Strings
Teacher
Mr Jonathan Zorzetto
BMus/BEd
Accompanist, Piano Teacher
Ms Sherelle Eyles
MMus(RCM), ARCM(GradDip),
BMus, LMusA, AMusA
Accompanist, Piano Teacher
Ms Kylie Los
MMus, BMus
Accompanist, Piano Teacher
Ms Kathryn Sander
DipMus(Creative Arts), BMus
(Perf—Accompaniment and
Chamber Music), AMusA
Accompanist, Piano Teacher
Ms Cara Tran
BMus(Hons)

Language Assistants
French
Ms Valérie Gorse
Japanese
Ms Aya Topp
BA(Ed)
German
Mrs Martina Todd
BCom, GradDipAdvAcctg, CA,
GAICD
Chinese
Ms Emmie Wu
BA/BEd(Sec) (Terms 1-3)
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Specialist Staff
Director of Tertiary Pathways
Ms Louise Walls
BEd, MEd(Guidance & Counselling),
CDAA, QASA
Careers Counsellor
Ms Karla Shaw
BA, BEd, MEdSt (Term 3-)
Director of Student Counselling
Mrs Jody Forbes
BA(Hons)
School Psychologist
Mrs Tara McLachlan
BPsychSc, MPsychClin, MAPS
School Psychologist
Dr Alix Vann
BPsySc(Hons), DPsychClin
School Psychologist
Ms Lisa Manning
BA(Hons), MClinPsych
School Nurse
Ms Tahlene Gadaloff
BN (Terms 1-3)
School Nurse
Ms Debbie James
RN (Terms 1-2)
School Nurse
Ms Sarah Duke
BN (Term 4-)
School Nurse
Ms Sanchia Watchorn
BN, GCPaedNursSt (Term 3-)

Professional Staff
Academic Administration Officer
Ms Sarah Braithwaite
CertIVHR
Academic Administration Officer
Ms Julita Korpalska
(Term 4-)
Academic Administration Officer
Ms Nicola Perkins
Academic Administration Officer
Ms Elloise Woods
(Terms 1-3)
Ms Ashleigh Hextall
(Term 3-)
Academic Administration Officer
Ms Olivia Munro
BBus, CertIIIEvent&Tourism
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Administration Officer
Ms Karen Forster
BHSc – HSM

Communications Officer
Ms Abby Woods
BBus(Mktg), BJourn (Terms 1-2)

Finance Manager
Ms Hannah Jones
BCom(Acc), CPA

Librarian—Special Collections
Mrs Jenny Davis
BA(Hons), GradDipArts

Risk and Business Improvement
Manager
Mrs Laura Dalgleish

Administrative Assistant—ASC
Ms Gillian McHarg

Ms Sophie Chirgwin
BJourn (Term 3-)

Administrative Assistant—ASC
Mrs Jennifer Stafford
DipBus

Community Engagement and Events
Manager
Ms Chloe Stark
BComm/BA (Term 4-)

Finance Officer
Ms Lisa Ford
Cert BusAcc (Term 4-)

Academic Research Librarian
Ms Helen Demack
BA, GradDipLibSc, AALIA

Finance Officer and Risk and
Compliance Support Officer
Ms Shannon Slack
CertBus (Terms 1-3)

Library Administration Assistant
Ms Robynne Kilborne Blake
LLB, BA (Term 1)

Senior Librarian
Mrs Rosalie Stafford
DipTeach, BEd, MLI (TeacherLibrarianship)

Administration Assistant—Facilities
Mrs Melanie Bishop
CertIVBus, CertIVTrngAssmnt
Administration Assistant–IT
Ms Jodie Oldfield, (Terms 1-2)
Administrative Assistant—Music
Mrs Elizabeth Worth

Data Analyst
Mr Lewis Kelly
BInfTech
Development and Alumnae Relations
Coordinator
Ms Sarah Forster
(Terms 1-3)

Horticulturist
Mr Ben McCann
Human Resources Manager
Ms Brigitte Bickham

Ms Giselle Versteegen
MBA, AssocDipBus (Term 4-)

Human Resources Support Officer
Ms Taylor Hayes
BBus(HRMan) (Mktg),
CertIVJusticeAdmin

Digital Content Producer
Ms Kristina Matovic
BA, BDes(Hons)

Information Systems Manager
Mr Robert Simmons
DipComputerStudies, CNE, MCSE

Administration Officer—Student
Wellbeing
Ms Jacinta Akers

Enrolments Manager
Ms Kelly Ryan
BAsianSt, PGCertTESOL,
CertIVTrngAssmnt

Accountant
Mrs Emma Strang
BBus(Acc), CPA

Information Systems Support
Officer
Ms Nichole Barron
BSTrsmMgt (Term 3-)

Enrolments Officer
Mrs Lisa Horan

Administrative Assistant—Sport
Ms Catherine Taylor
BNursing
Administration Officer—Student
Reception
Mrs Tracey Bilton

Assistant Accountant
Ms Monica Djaja
BAcc, MCom
Alumnae Relations Manager
Ms Antonia Swindells
DipEvents
Business Analyst
Ms Aleksandra Markovic
BA
Carpenter
Mr Robert Vogler
Carpenter
Mr Brock Gaffney
Communications Manager
Ms Linda Robinson
BA (Terms 1-3)
Ms Jackie Hayes
BA (Hons) (Term 4-)
Communications Officer—Senior
Ms Keziah Sydes
BCommun, BA
Ms Felicity Coye
BCommun (Term 4-)
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Events Coordinator
Ms Elisha Grech
BBus(Event Management)
Events Manager
Ms Renae Francis
(Term 3)
Executive Assistant to the Principal
Ms Lara Parker
Facilities Operations Manager
Mr Christopher Bailey
Facilities Support Officer
Mrs Leonie Doran
Facilities Support Officer—
Grounds and Events
Mr Sebastian Bornkessel
Facilities Support Officer—
Grounds and Events
Mr Lorenzo Guglielmino
Facilities Support Officer—
Grounds and Events
Mr Patrick Hayes
Finance Manager
Ms Melissa Galloway
BCom(Acc)

IT Helpdesk Support Officer
Mr Brandon Vandermolen
IT Helpdesk Support Officer
Mrs Allison Luque
CertIVIT Support, DipIT
IT Senior Desktop Support
Technician
Mr Dane Culley
CertIVIT(Networking), BBiotech
IT Services Manager
Mr Breck Felsman
BInfoTech, MCSE
IT Service Desk Officer
Ms Tayla Hartley
(Term 3-)
Laboratory Technician—Biology
Mr Stephen Berry
BBiomedSc
Laboratory Technician—
Chemistry
Ms Emily Grundgeiger
BAppSc
Senior Laboratory Technician—
Physics
Mr Anthony Lumsden
BSc(Hons)

Library Assistant
Ms Tilly Askey
Library—Information Resources
Officer
Mrs Janet Tripp
DipLibInfoStudies, BInfSt
(Terms 1-2)
LMS Specialist
Ms Anita McMillan
BA, GradDipApSc (Lib&InforMan)
Manager of Collections
Ms Lorraine Thornquist
BA, DipEd, MA, CertIIITourism,
GradCertMuseumSt
Manager, School History and
Culture
Mrs Pauline Harvey-Short
BHMS, DipT(PE), MPhil,
FACHPER, FRLSS
Outdoor Education Specialist
Ms Murphie Treadwell
CertIV Outdoor Recreation,
DipBus (Term 3-)

Sports Manager
Mr Liam Mulligan
BSpandExerciseSc(Hons), ASCA
Cert, AWF Cert, CertIVTrngAssmnt
Stores Officer
Mr Phillip Hopkins
Technical Support AV Specialist
Mr David Joncheff
Technical Support AV Specialist
Ms Maxine McCabe
BMus, MCommun
Visual Art & Technologies Assistant
Mr James Petterson
BMus
Web Systems Analyst
Ms Stephanie Dharmasiri
BScIT, BTEC(HND)
Cleaner
Ms Kerry Clutterbuck
(Marrapatta)
Cleaner
Ms Kristal Clutterbuck
(Marrapatta)
Maintenance Officer
Mr Peter Ward
(Marrapatta)

Payroll Officer
Mrs Sharon Rose
Personal Assistant to Chief
Financial Officer
Ms Kirsti Moyle
Personal Assistant to Deputy
Principals
Ms Sally Condon
Production Technician
(Drama and Music)
Mr Brandon Duncan
BA
Receptionist
Mrs Rachael Quinn
DipEventMgt, DipBus, DipHosMgt,
CertIVTrain&Ass
Repairs and Maintenance Officer
Mr Robert Hetherington
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Addresses
Girls Grammar formally farewells and celebrates the achievements of
the Year 12 cohort at the annual Valedictory Dinner. The following
day, at the Annual Speech Day and Distribution of Prizes, the School
acknowledges the academic and co-curricular achievements of
Grammar girls across all Year levels.
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Chair’s address
Thursday 18 November 2021
MS JULIE MCKAY
CHAIR OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Ms Julie McKay, Chair of the Board of Trustees, delivered the
following address at the School’s Annual Speech Day and
Distribution of Prizes 2021.
Trustees; former Chairs of the Board of Trustees;
special guests; staff; families; girls.
Speech Day is always a moment in the year to reflect on
the collective achievement of our girls—their courage,
persistence and hard work—recognised today, not
just in the prizes awarded, but in the music and most
importantly in the coming together in celebration of
our traditions, our spirit and our community.
Once again, I feel an incredible sense of gratitude that
we are here today, together, in person. I am grateful
that our wonderful school community has shown up,
especially after we sent many of you all into quarantine
in August.
Despite the very real health and economic challenges
we have continued to face this year, undoubtedly for
me it has been a year to celebrate the courage and
leadership of young women. Australian of the Year,
Grace Tame and advocate Brittany Higgins sharing
their experiences of sexual assault and institutional
inaction. Chanel Contos mobilising a national
movement of young women who have experienced
sexual harassment and assault, and calling for
education reform. We saw a national groundswell of
support for women’s rights and gender equality at
the Women’s Marches for Justice all around Australia.
Tennis star Naomi Osaka making it okay to not be okay,
and calling for greater awareness of mental health
issues in elite sports and in our community more
broadly. Each of these young women, in their own
authentic way, raised their voice to call out inequality,
to challenge power structures, and to make it safer for
other young women who follow them.
As governments and institutions struggle to redefine
societal norms—how and where we work, what public
safety looks like and what a ‘new normal’ means—there
is an incredible opportunity for young people to shape
the future they want—what are the terms in which
they will live and thrive, how do they want to learn and
work, how they want to respect and be respected?
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We contribute to a legacy that many before us have
built. I want to acknowledge and celebrate the life of
Dr Mary Mahoney AO, who was Deputy Chair of the
Board for 12 years—a doctor, a director, a pioneer.
Today, we award a new prize in honor of Mary’s life—
The Dr Mary Mahoney AO Prize for Leadership—
to be awarded to a student or recent graduate who
is a young woman of strength, integrity and humility
and personifies the ideals of intellectual endeavour,
women’s progress and authentic leadership.
As we commence the process of elections for the
Board of Trustees next year, we will be looking for all
of Mary’s leadership qualities.

Year 12—you have made it! This chapter of your life is
now coming to a close. I hope that you leave the gates
tomorrow with a sense of pride in all that you have
achieved. I hope that you carry with you the friendships
that you hold most dear today, and an openness to new
friendships which are around the corner, knowing that
they will continue to build your resilience in the face of
ongoing uncertainty. I hope that you step courageously
into the world, determined to have a voice on the issues
that are most important to you. I hope you look back
on your time at Grammar not as the best days of your
life, but as the time when you felt safe to learn, to make
mistakes and to experiment. We couldn’t be more proud
girls. Congratulations, and go forth with our confidence
in you and our very best wishes.

The vast majority of our societal systems were designed
by and for men—we have a once in a generation
opportunity to dismantle those systems and to put
women and gender equality at the centre. This won’t
happen by default—it will require leadership, courage
and voice.
Running in parallel to this incredible advocacy and
leadership, throughout this year we have been reminded
that stepping up can come at a cost. The power of social
media to effect positive change is unquestionable, but we
are now seeing the impact of anxiety about what others
think, the risk that ‘getting likes’ is more important
than connecting with people, the incessant targeting
of women who are leaders. We risk accepting a ‘cancel
culture’ which ostracises and excludes people without
requiring someone to have the courage to put their
name or their identity to their comments. Sometimes
we all find ourselves at risk of judging someone for their
views, without first seeking to understand their intent.
It is easier to call out poor behaviour than it is to call in
expertise and diverse voices.
Underpinning both the courage to lead on issues you
are passionate about, and to stand up for what is right,
is resilience. We know that female friendships are critical
in building strong women who support each other,
look after each other and protect each other. You don’t
need to be Australian of the Year to have an enormous
impact—standing up to social media trolls, calling out
poor behaviour that you witness, seeking to challenge
people’s attitudes that are not inclusive and, above all
else, staying connected to your friends—supporting
them, is where change starts.
It is an incredible honour to serve as Chair of the Board
of Trustees and to follow in the footsteps of women like
Elizabeth Jameson AM and Dr Cherrell Hirst AO, who
are here today. I know that each of our Trustees takes
seriously their role to lead an institution that builds the
capability of young women to step into the world as
leaders, with courage and resilience.
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Principal’s address
Thursday 18 November 2021
MS JACINDA EULER
PRINCIPAL

Principal, Ms Jacinda Euler, delivered the following address at the
School’s Annual Speech Day and Distribution of Prizes 2021.
Introduction
I don’t know about you—but I am still not taking this
for granted. Being here, physically present with the end
of another successful year just over our horizon.
For our Year 12s, that horizon is even closer—even
more exciting—perhaps even a little scarier.
Writing our speeches for Speech Day is sometimes also
a little bit scary.
I asked Mrs Anne Ingram a few weeks ago—‘What to
say, what theme? Does anyone remember anyway?’
Mrs Ingram suggested that I just read out an old one.
‘You mean from 2014 or something?’ I asked. ‘No’, she
said, ‘One of those very old ones.’
• ‘We had 238 students enrolled …
•	‘We played seven sports—tennis, swimming,
hockey etcetera
•	‘We won three premierships—against Moreton
Bay College, St Margaret’s, narrowly defeating
Somerville House in the finals of softball ...’
A stocktake, summary report of the year.
So, I looked back. They were very detailed, and could
be quite dry accounts of the year. For instance, Mrs
Louise McDonald’s account of 1962 was longer (a good
45 minutes in there). From an earlier time—what was
different?
The inclusion of guest speakers—to inspire our
Grammar girls:
• Mr Stuart Wagstaff
• Mr W Asten, President of the UN in Australia
• Professor Webster
• City Council Chemist, Mr Pope
•	Guest Speaker, Professor Bassett, with special thanks
to Mrs Bassett for agreeing to hand out the prizes.
Principals also expressed their strong opinions and
chastised parents, noting the lower than usual number
of passes in the Senior examination due to the fact some
of the girls had chosen the ‘wrong’ subjects:
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‘it was the choice of the parents and not the girls
themselves’
‘parents should be willing to take the advice of the
teachers … A great deal of frustration … would be
avoided, and time would be more profitably spent.’
To that point I say, fair enough!
There was also a concern that we don’t have today—the
girls’ underwhelming participation in Inter-School sport.
Said Mrs McDonald, ‘There is a great reluctance on
the part of the majority to give their time and energy to
practice sport. Unwilling to sacrifice any spare time, too
many girls leave the School daily with unseemly haste’.
I must say, in a modern world of hyperbole and abundant
superlatives—there is great power and appeal in their
factual understatement. Mrs McDonald’s assessment
of the academic performance of 1962, for example,
‘The examination results would, I think, suggest that
the work of the School has been sound on the whole’.
What has been common through the years is the
importance of enrolments—a lot of statistics.
•	Paragraph three listed the School Roll:
‘The numbers for the three terms this year were
631, 629, 623, giving an average of 628’.
•	Head Mistress, in 1893 Charlotte Pells, also began
her Report for the Year 1893 with enrolments, but
here a broader picture emerges:
		Many disasters have marked the year 1893 which
have affected us in common with all other
institutions. First came the floods, which caused
us to open school with 118 pupils, against 137
last year … The bank failures prevented any
increase during the second quarter, when the
number still stood at 118, but the consequent
retrenchments reduced it to 112 during the
third quarter; whilst the epidemics of measles
and influenza brought it still lower in the fourth
quarter, when it fell to 100.
Natural disasters, illness, and uncertain times—
sounds familiar.
So, what is the purpose of my Speech, this year? Simply, to
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provide a short reflection on the year that has been, and a
sense of the one yet to come. To consider where we, as a
School, are situated for all the swirling influences of our
world, our society at this time. What is common to us all?
What have been the achievements? What are we proud
of, and where are the through lines we all share?

Welcome
Chair of the Board of Trustees, Julie McKay; Trustees—
past and present; honoured guests—including Past
Chairs of the Board, Dr Cherrell Hirst AO and Elizabeth
Jameson AM; new Official Visitor, the Governor of
Queensland, Dr Jeanette Young—welcome to Girls
Grammar; we are so honoured you have found time
in these first, and somewhat uncertain days, to be with
us and to present the Lady Lilley Gold Medal for Dux of
the School; Councillor Vicki Howard; Councillor James
Mackay; Dr Cate Campbell, President of the P&F; Julie
Caton, President of the Old Girls Association; staff;
parents; students and most particularly the young women
of Year 12.
Recent times have shown us our vulnerabilities; and
understanding how to live with our human fragility has
been important.
Philosopher Martha Nussbaum, has said:
	To be a good human being is to have a kind of
openness to the world, an ability to trust uncertain
things beyond your own control, that can lead you to
be shattered in very extreme circumstances for which
you were not to blame. That says something very
important about the human condition of the ethical
life: that it is based on a trust in the uncertain and on
a willingness to be exposed; it’s based on being more
like a plant than like a jewel, something rather fragile,
but whose very particular beauty is inseparable from
its fragility.
…
	Being human means accepting promises from other
people and trusting that other people will be good to
you, (Nussbaumm, 2011).

2021, a year in review
This year we have relied upon that trust heavily and, on
our promises to one another:
•	Despite our jubilation at making it through 2020,
it did not herald the end to our situation; we were
met with another strange year
•	Through the sound choices we had made,
considered risks taken—we often went against the
tide—allowing us to build on 2020, fine tune those
experimentations to successfully navigate the new
system in 2021
•	We had good reason to trust in our systems, in our
staff and trust in you—our students.
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It’s been a tough year for some of you girls, and for
many of our families. This year we were all challenged by
quarantine. Yet the broader community trusted us to be
responsible, compliant and were extremely grateful for
our response.
We kept our promises—to deliver the best possible
experience of the year.
•	Maintaining those wonderful events that are a
foundation of the School—Cathedral Concert,
Mother Daughter Dinner, the Formal, Blue Days
•	We were not just inward looking nor merely
reactive to our circumstances—we continued to
engage in the big issues such as sexual consent
education, Illumine podcasts that explored social
media—both of which enabled us to provide
meaningful narrative, guidance, and even
leadership born of our unusual experience.
The calm sense of confidence in our Year 12 students
as they approached their external exams reflected their
trust in their teachers to have prepared them, and to
have prepared them well.
So, our trust has been tested, our openness to the world
challenged, but we remain optimistic about the future,
knowing that is it largely beyond our own control.
We look forward to 2022 and beyond when we will …
•	create a new Strategic Design that has, at its heart, the
broad liberal education we remain dedicated to, but
re-articulated for a contemporary world
•	deliver a new Master Plan that will help us to realise
our vision for the School in 2025—when we attain
150 years—and well, well beyond to provide for the
sustainability of Brisbane Girls Grammar School—
financially, environmentally and culturally
•	rigorously examine how the days, weeks and years of a
modern school should be comprised, breaking down
the industrial model of education. For we understand
that our School day actually begins at 5 am on the
river with rowing, or at 6 am swimming in the pool,
or at 7 am in a choir rehearsal; and it ends after the
Evening Study Program in the library or our last
drama performance, often late into the evening. There
is no longer any departure for our girls with unseemly haste!

How do we prepare for the work ahead?
•	by being clear about who we are, and confident
within that knowledge
•	we have felt vulnerable, exposed and uncertain,
but in our feelings of fragility we have also come
to understand, perhaps a little better, what truly
matters to us
•	after some inevitable ‘languishing’, we
seek well finding—sources of nourishment,
inspiring ideas, relationships, and the scholarly
community of our School, is a well that we all
collectively draw sustenance from.

Optimism for the future

it is how we respond that defines us, and the strength
and continuity of our School provides a backdrop of
perspective that guides us.
For while our first priority, always, is to provide an
exceptional education to the girls and young women
we educate, the ideals—the philosophies, spoken
and unspoken—will shape them just as powerfully.
I hope we transmit to them a sense that they are strong
and capable—able to withstand disappointment, face the
future with expectation but never entitlement—knowing
that to be open, to trust, is a foundation of a good person,
a strong society, a happy school.
Thank you
I thank …

In a video interview for The New Yorker recently,
comedian and social commentator Jon Stewart was
asked, ‘Where resides your optimism?’
He responded, ‘In the resilience of the human being
to move forward. It’s a pendulum,’ he explained,
and went on to discuss how he came of age in the
late 1960s and early 1970s—during Nixon and the
Vietnam War. His parents grew up in the Great
Depression of the 1930s.
	
I don’t look at today as uniquely flawed or uniquely
troubling. All the time periods that have come, do
pass. The greatest threat to our mental health is
probably a loss of perspective, and nostalgia, and
the idea that the travails that we face today are
somehow uniquely threatening.
He continued, by saying that he sought not to
minimise what we face but that ‘adaptability and
resilience, and the willingness to sacrifice, and to do
good, and to elevate, and to illuminate, don’t ever
leave us. And they haven’t ever left us. And they’re not
leaving us now.’
Whether we are negotiating the travails of our society
today, or those of our Grammar community in 1893—
with floods, bank closures and influenza epidemics—

•	the Trustees for their calm, unwavering support
and wise counsel as stewards of our School
•	Julie McKay, for her clear thinking, insight, and
deep understanding—come what may—
as Chair of the Board of Trustees
•	our parents for their loyal support and trust in our
teachers, during the long period of quarantine, in
particular
• our staff –
		•	the teachers for their curriculum knowledge
and pedagogical gifts
		•	the professional staff for their skill and expertise
that helped usher us through
•	our students for reminding us, every day, of what is
possible and why we are here.
Finally, to the young women of Year 12 … there are great
injustices in this world, there are enormous challenges to
overcome, but there is such good in this world—search it
out, be open to it and trust one another.
Have confidence that you have the education, the
friendships, and the support of the Grammar sisterhood
that will sustain you in the long years of your life ahead.
Thank you.

•	find new ways to provide for the flexibility we seek,
without losing who we are
•	build on the philanthropic foundations of our School,
and the success of our first Giving Day in support
of our Bursary Program. We have been grateful for
the generosity of donors who share our belief in the
power of a Girls Grammar education to bring about
lasting change.

References
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And all of this will, as usual, require our commitment to
the message of our motto Nil Sine Labore for as someone
recently said, ‘breathtaking vistas are reached only
through arduous climbs’, (Haag pg 114).
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Head Girls’ address
Thursday 18 November 2021
VICTORIA CHEN (12O) AND SOPHIE MCLEOD (12M)
HEAD GIRLS

In their last formal address as Head Girls 2021, Victoria Chen and
Sophie McLeod, addressed the Girls Grammar community at the
School’s Annual Speech Day and Distribution of Prizes 2021.
Good afternoon, Principal, Ms Euler; Chair of the
Board of Trustees, Ms Julie McKay; members of the
Board of Trustees; distinguished guests; family and
friends of the School, staff, and students.
We would firstly like to thank Ms Shamiaa Khalil for
delivering the Occasional Address today. It has been
so enlightening to hear from someone who continues
to educate and inspire others through important
work with BBC News. Thank you for joining us today,
and for sharing your perspective, wisdom, and vast
experience.
To our Grammar families and friends, we also thank
you for being here with us today. Speech Day is a time
to celebrate the achievements of Grammar girls and
ultimately, share the highlights and accomplishments
that have made 2021 a year to remember. We are
grateful to share this special occasion with you all. As
we reflect on the year that 2021 has been, we thought
it would be fitting to start at the very beginning of
our leadership journey, with the creation of this year’s
student council motto.
Picture us this time last year—maybe a little bit
shorter, maybe a little bit more nervous—but
undoubtedly, beyond excited for the journey that we
were about to embark on. This year presented us with
a unique opportunity and privilege to contribute to
the royal blue patchwork of our school, so, what mark
did we want to leave on Girls Grammar? What did
we already love about our school that we wanted to
develop even further?
It took much deliberating, but there was one thing
that we all knew for certain—that the Grammar
sisterhood was the most special, and the most
meaningful part of each of our school experiences.
So, this year, we hoped to not only explore how this
driving force makes our school culture so special,
but also to pioneer its growth. Drawing on this, it
was our primary goal and vision for the sisterhood
to take shape in a community where every student
felt genuinely supported, appreciated, and at ease in
their own skin—allowing each student to uniquely
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contribute to the royal blue of our school. The idea
of a sisterhood—the solidarity of people based on
shared conditions and experiences—guided our
2021 vision, and eventually formed the basis of our
school motto: When the Sisterhood Unites, the Royal Blue
Shines Bright.
Something that we hoped to reiterate at every
opportunity was the fact that our motto was
founded on three key values: sisterhood; love; and
gratitude.
Our first value: sisterhood. With events like Blue
Days, we celebrated the talents and achievements of
not only the musicians and athletes participating in
the concerts and events, but also the talents of every
Girls Grammar student in our community. The
idea of a sisterhood also transcended to our motto,
with the inclusion of ‘#blunite’. Combining the
words ‘blue’ and ‘unite’, we hoped that this hashtag
could be used as a simple, fast summation of the
sisterhood.
Secondly, love. While big initiatives like Valentine’s
Day—a day that was so successful, especially
in dance floor numbers, that the structural
integrity of the Creative Learning Centre was later
questioned—are tangible events that showcase the
love our Grammar sisters have for one another, this
is really shown each and every day—in both small
and big instances. We show the love that we have
for our school by consistently wearing our uniforms
with pride, by opening up our doors on Open Day,
by performing our very best at QGSSSA events,
and each and every day, by contributing in our own
unique way to the royal blue. We show the love we
have for each other by showing up to support each
other at fixtures, rehearsals, and productions, and
above all, by shaping and creating an environment
where each student feels comfortable and
supported. We show our love for our teachers, by
almost always completing our homework, thanking
them constantly, and always demonstrating a
keenness and love of learning.
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And lastly, gratitude. These values served as our
compass when we decided that the most important
part of the legacy we wanted to leave was building a
culture, and for us a culture of sisterhood, love, and
gratitude. We wanted to create something that had
the potential to last long after we’d left—something
that could be carved into the School itself and would
last to serve future Grammar students.

The central part of all of our mosaics, and the
incredible role model and leader that makes
everything at our school possible, is our Principal,
Ms Euler. As Head Girls, and as a part of the Year 12
cohort, we have striven from day one to make this
year amazing, but every initiative, and every event
would not have been possible without Ms Euler’s
constant and unwavering support.

As we start to acknowledge all the people who made
our time at Girls Grammar so wonderful, there is an
analogy that we think is rather fitting and would like
to share—‘we are the combined effort of everyone
we have ever known, a mosaic that combines our
collective experiences as individuals’. Before we
explain this analogy, we would like to give a special
shout out to the English department, for teaching
us how to weave a metaphor into our speech-writing,
for both our sakes, we sincerely hope that this level
of English-mastery was also reflected in our Hamlet
external.

Ms Euler, despite the demanding responsibility of
leading our school, you always have time to address
our concerns. Many of us distinctly remember
the times you came to our Year level Assemblies,
prepared to put any worries at ease, encouraging us
as we approached our exams, and most memorably,
eager for us to ask you questions so that you could
gain a better understanding of our perspectives.
In those moments, the clear efforts you have taken
to express your care is something that will stay with
us long after we venture beyond the white picket
fence. We hold you in the highest esteem.

To explain what we mean, we found the following
words in an article which articulates it well.

Our teachers, you have all helped us grow, become
more resilient, and supported us when we most
needed it. We’ve learned, matured, and become
wiser thanks to our interactions with you. While
we only recently celebrated World Teacher’s Day,
we wholeheartedly mean it when we say that this
should really be a day that is celebrated every
day. Your constant dedication and passion instils
life long qualities of persistence, curiosity, and
determination within each of us, which we are
beyond grateful for. Truly, no number of thank
you’s will ever be able to quantify our appreciation
for you, and all that you do.

	‘We are all composed by the bits and pieces people
leave within us. We are very much a work in progress,
with new parts being added as we go through life.
Therefore, it can be said that we are a kind of huge,
vibrant, and colourful mosaic. Formed by hundreds
of small squares, each piece a memory of those
who’ve left their imprint on our hearts.’
For all those who helped us along the way on our
Grammar journey—our mosaics are beautiful because
they have been touched by the mixture of colours,
shapes, and textures that you have gifted us.
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While we speak of gratitude, it is so important that
we pause to acknowledge the parents and guardians
in the room. To our parents—Ashley and Jonathan,
Philip and Fang-Lin:
	We hope that we have made you proud. It is hard
to put into words, this overwhelming feeling, but
we hope you know how much we love you. These
past years, we have come to learn how grateful we
are to have your reassuring presence by our sides
to feed, chauffeur and comfort us, all the while
providing us with a wealth of wisdom, insight and
love.
	Thank you, Dad, for dropping me off with a smile
every morning, even as I complained about how
tired I was. Yet you were the one who had to get up
even earlier to help pack my lunch box, because at
17 years old, it is something I have yet to master.
	To our parents and guardians, you created the
very first and largest fragments of our mosaics.
We wouldn’t be who we are without you, and we
wouldn’t have it any other way.
And to our fellow Year 12s. Our experiences together,
the laughs we’ve shared, the hardships we’ve
overcome, the mistakes we’ve made, and the love we
share for each other, have created arguably the most
special part of our mosaics. Although we will embark
on a new adventure at the end of tomorrow, I hope
you all feel confident in knowing that no matter
where in the world you are, what you are doing, or
who you are with, you will always have the support of
all of us. This week, we’ve probably cried more than
we have in the past six years, but we honestly think
this just demonstrates how strongly connected our
cohort is. We’ve been with each other through all the
ups and downs of high school, and throughout this
time you have all developed into beautiful people
who we know will go on to do some incredible things.

Thank you for growing with us, learning with us,
laughing with us, and most importantly thank you for
believing in us. As the ones by our sides as we proudly
walk out of our school gates for the last time tomorrow,
we just wanted you to know that with you, we’ve had the
time of our lives.
And with that, we are proud to say that Girls Grammar
has been the brightest Royal Blue in our mosaics.
Inching ever closer to the end of 2021, we would now
like to shine the spotlight on the 2022 Head Girls Elect,
Gigi Souyave Murphy (11W) and Isabel Stephens (11M).
We are extremely excited and pleased to be passing over
this role to two exceptionally deserving young women.
To the rest of the School, thank you for a wonderful six
years, a wonderful 2021, and thank you for believing
in us and our vision for this year. It has been an
incredible privilege to represent you all; whether that
was by responding to the infamous suggestion box
suggestions—and fulfilling your dreams of meat pies at
the tuckshop: let it be known that a very keen individual
submitted not one, not two, not even 10, but 80
suggestions for meat pies, along with a three-page essay!
Parents—if this does not epitomise the persistence of a
Grammar Girl, we do not know what does! Or whether
that was by jamming out with you on the dance floor,
or by listening to you, and making sure your voices are
heard, we hope that we have done you proud, because
we are so very proud of all of you.
On one final note we would like to leave you all with a
quote from Winnie the Pooh that we think summarises
both our feelings quite well, and that is: ‘how lucky we
are to have something that makes saying goodbye so
hard.’
And for the last time, When the Sisterhood Unites, the Royal
Blue Shines Bright.
Thank you.
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The Occasional Address
Thursday 18 November 2021
SHAIMAA KHALIL
AUSTRALIAN CORRESPONDENT, BBC NEWS

Award-winning BBC journalist, Ms Shaimaa Khalil, delivered the following
address at the School’s Speech Day and Annual Distribution of Prizes 2021.
Good afternoon, Chair of the Board of Trustees,
Ms Julie McKay; Principal, Ms Jacinda Euler; Trustees;
distinguished guests; staff; teachers; parents; family
members; and of course, students.
It is my honour and absolute pleasure to be
addressing you today.
I tried to remember speech days at school in my
hometown Alexandria, Egypt, and although I don’t
wish to age myself, I can tell you they were a long time
ago! What I remember about them is how they made
me feel. While I wasn’t presented with many, well
any, awards in those days, I always felt surrounded by
success and achievement. At times that truly inspired
me—at others it challenged me.
You see, success is an interesting concept. For one,
it’s almost always perceived as a one-dimensional
illustration of either academic or material
achievement. It really isn’t.
It’s also always seen as an equivalent to happiness
and confidence. It really isn’t.
And it’s seen by many as an expected result of
privilege and comfort. It really isn’t.
Success is something you will spend most of your life
chasing and rightly so—I do every day. That is why
I thought I would use my time here to speak to you
about success—or what I know about it.
First, I want to congratulate you on what you’ve
achieved this year, and those before, in this very
unusual time we live in. A time when the definition
of a normal school year—well—a normal year has
been tested multiple times.
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What really stayed with me, was when I sat through
a discussion that Ms Euler was having with a group
of Year 12 students for the school podcast, Illumine.
I witnessed a group of young women not afraid
to express themselves. They were discussing the
importance of early sex education in schools because
it had made headlines all over Australia when Chanel
Contos started a campaign about the issue.
I saw young women not shying away from difficult
conversations. Who are engaged with the world
around them. Who were eager to talk for themselves
and not have their story be told by someone else.
I also saw a very special relationship between the
School’s leadership and its students. One of dialogue
and meaningful engagement.
I was also quite impressed with that group of Year 12
students. During our day of filming they were
supporting each other—giving each other tips
on how to answer questions during the series of
interviews I conducted for our BBC report. Always
making sure their points came across clearly and
honestly. It was a true embodiment of your student
motto, When the sisterhood unites, the royal blue shines
bright.
Knowingly, or unknowingly, you did something
that we need much more of in the world—women
lifting each other up and sharing the limelight. To
this group of students and to all of you who do the
same—I commend you.

Parents, guardians, and family members,
congratulations to you too. This day, and every single
day, starts and ends with you and the relentless work
you put in behind the scenes.

I also want to prepare you. This act that comes so
naturally and is so valuable will be challenged in the
years to come—especially in the ‘real world’. You will
be told or made to feel that to get ahead you have to
move others out of the way. You don’t. Many people
can succeed at the same time. Many women can
succeed at the same time.

To Principal, Ms Jacinda Euler—and her team, and
of course the teachers. Congratulations on making
Brisbane Girls Grammar School an environment of
quality education and personal growth. I had the
pleasure of spending a day at this wonderful school
and was impressed by many things. The beautiful
campus of course—girls I’m so very jealous of you!

You will be told that when you assert yourself—ask for
what is rightly yours—make your voice heard—that
you are too aggressive or trying to act like a man.
You’re not. Assertiveness, clarity and knowing your
worth are not male traits. Just like kindness, empathy
and sensitivity are not female traits. They are all
human traits.
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Spending that day at your school really inspired me,
but it also made me acutely aware of what a privilege
this is. What you probably consider as ‘just another day
in school’ is something that tens of thousands, if not
millions of girls around the world risk their lives for.
When you go home after a long day, know that there
are girls across Afghanistan who, as we speak, have
been banned from returning to secondary school by
the Taliban who have now regained control of the
country.

I use those examples for two reasons: first, to illustrate
that success looks different in different parts of the
world. And the second is to make you aware of your
privilege, although I have no doubt you already
are aware! Knowing one’s privilege means not only
appreciating it, but also sharing it. Making sure you pay
it forward; that you help others less fortunate than you
be just as bright, ambitious, and curious as you.
There are many aspects to success that in my opinion
are overrated, and here is a list; I love lists:

When you start worrying about your future and what
it might entail, know that there are eleven-year-old
girls in a country like Yemen being married off to
settle family debts.

• popularity

When you get frustrated that you’re not being heard
or that no one ‘understands you’, know that a number
of female journalists in Iraq were killed for merely
doing their job—reporting about the sectarian
violence in their country.

• being busy all the time

I’ve given you just three examples of three countries
that I’ve been to and reported on. And yes, they are
extreme, but they are also someone’s reality. There
are many, many more realities like this, and you don’t
even have to look overseas. Within your own lucky
country, Australia, your own state, your own city …
there are many difficult realities.

Now, here is a list of aspects of success that I think are
underrated:

With this suffering, also comes courage. Women
offering shelter to those who experience violence.
Others fighting for girls’ education, and those
speaking out against child marriage. Recently dozens
of brave Afghan young women protested on the
streets of Kabul against the current all-male Taliban
government—risking being killed but refusing to be
silenced.

• being a workaholic
• hyper-networking

• talking
•	likes and followers on social media—completely
overrated!

• authentic friendships
• listening
• kindness
• clarity
• empathy
•	good restful sleep (I’m certain some parents and
teachers are nodding right now).
All of these are features of success that are just as, if
not more, important than the first list but don’t get as
much hype.
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Now do not get me wrong—I am not telling
you not to work hard, or not to put yourself out
there and expand your network, or strike up
interesting conversations. I am not even telling
you not to post that photo on Instagram—#blessed
#aboutlastweekend—even though your parents may
have a different idea!
I am not telling you not to speak up when you
need to. By all means do all that—but do so while
knowing that these are means for you to get what
you want—or where you want to go in life. These
are tools for success, they’re not barometers of it.
What you’ll achieve with two hours of sleep won’t
be of the same quality as what you’ll achieve with
eight hours of sleep—parents will attest to that!
Someone could remember you for a while when
you talk. But they will remember you forever if you
really listen and make them feel heard.
Comparing yourself to others is so seductive. Social
media has taken that to alarming new heights. You
do not need me to tell you that what you see on
Instagram is not real. You do not need me to tell
you that comparing your real life to someone else’s
curated, edited, filtered posts isn’t just pointless, it’s
actually dangerous for your mental health.
What I will tell you is this ...
Social media or not—you will always be tempted
to look around you and see what others are doing.
What they’ve achieved and the time it took them
to get there. It happens, we all do it. But when you
do that, know that this also means you’ve stopped
doing what you are meant to do.
I know from experience that at school or university
when I started calling others to see how much
studying or revision they had done, it meant I
wasn’t studying. When I looked around to see what
others were working on, it meant I wasn’t doing
the work I was meant to do. Your road to success
doesn’t have to be the same as others.
Let others’ achievements inspire you, but don’t let
it be the reason you think less of yourself. Others’
success is not your failure!
I have heard this often during my career—someone
would say—‘I find excellence attractive’—or
‘there’s this charm about those who are so good at
what they do.’
Both statements are true. I’ve been lucky enough
to come across excellence and people who are
exceptional at what they do. I’ve found that
charming, attractive and extremely intimidating!

I realised that what I was looking at was the result of
many years of hard work. I also realised that what I
am really attracted to is effort.
Effort is the way to excellence. It is what you need to
keep trying. And trying is what you need when you
fail. And failing … is a fact.
Don’t be afraid to fail. I know it’s easier said than
done. I also know that most of my regrets have not
been about the things that ended in failure—my
regrets have always been about the things I never did
because of my fear of failure.
I am always asked what my ambitions are. What is
next? What is the plan, Shaimaa? Some of those
ambitions have been fulfilled. I do what I love. It’s a
privilege I remind myself of everyday. But some have
changed over the years. In addition to professional
and material ambitions, I’ve added this to my list.
Not being afraid to fail. Or not letting my fear of
failure stop me. That is my lifelong ambition. Well ...
that and being able to surf and learning how to ride
a bike.
Speaking of learning new things … learn to speak
a new language, and if you can, travel to its native
country and learn the culture as well.
Make sure you develop a circle of friends that
includes people who come from a different
background than you. People who you trust and
love, but don’t always agree with.
I’d like to end with a message to the Year 12 students
who are about to leave school and head into a
different and exciting phase …
Change is scary but it’s the only way to grow. There
is a reason that I, and all the adults in your life, cling
on to that lovely cliché. Because it’s true.
As you move on, it’s okay to be confused, it’s okay
to change your mind about things you thought you
were 100 per cent sure about. It’s okay to not know
what you want to do in life just yet. It’s okay to not
have ready, elegant answers for all those adults who
ask about future plans, so casually, like they’re not
the most daunting things in the world at times. It’s
okay to stop—take a break and start again.
It’s okay to stop—change tack, make a new plan and
start again.
But there are things, however, that I urge you never
to stop. Please, never stop trying. Never stop learning
and never ever stop being kind.
Thank you.
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